


 

FOREWORD 

Earlier this year the idea was hatched to compile a BH3 40th anniversary magazine, similar to the landmark 25th 
anniversary publication. A very small group of members convened a meeting at the Queen Victoria Pub where 
the decision was made to proceed with this endeavor. In reviewing the 25th document, I noted the editors’ advice 
to the editor of the next BH3 magazine was: Don’t do it!”  As information conveyed while talking to ones’ self is 
rarely heeded, none other than the 25th editor volunteered to repeat as the editor of the 40th! Yes, BH3 Historian 
Brian “Le Pope” Pope has again stepped up to be the central figure in soliciting, compiling (and of course 
editing) the information within. 

The contents of this magazine are intended to be focused on the BH3 activities between 11 June 2002 (25th 
anniversary) and 10 June 2017 (40th anniversary).  However, a few “classic” articles and photos that pre-date 
this time have been repeated for their historical significance. For those that attended many of these events, this 
documentation will serve as a reminder to what time and “beverage” indulgence has wiped from your memory. 
For those not present, this will provide a light, amusing read as to what you missed and hopefully instill the 
motivation to attend BH3 events in the future. 

Many members have made contributions to this publication and are acknowledged, however, I again thank “Le 
Pope” for ignoring is own advice in 2002 and taking on the position of editor of the 40th. His persistent efforts 
have brought this publication to a successful and timely conclusion. 

On On,  

Greg Cable (The Tickler) BH3 GM 
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 So after a few beers with Colin Snow in the Queen Vic, he and I agreed that a Magazine was 
needed for the BH3 40th Anniversary Celebrations.  The Minutes of the subsequent meeting at 
the Queen Vic are included herein.  As discussed at that meeting the Magazine is in five parts: the 
Magazine and four Annexes:  
-  Photographs: 500th Run; Scanned Photos 1 &2; Hash Camera; Joe Wendell’s portraits; Others 
-  T-shirts:  As collected by Neil Hutchinson, Vichai Suphasomboon and others, to be updated 
-  Records:  Run Records 2001 -02 to 2015-16, Runners Statistics and  
-  Obituaries:  An incomplete selection of Obituaries, to be updated 
The latter four Annexes will be updated from time to time.  All will be on bangkokhhh website.  
One of the aims of this Magazine was to publish all the valuable Hash material I have as Historian.   
 The Magazine relied on contributions from (in no particular order): Colin Snow for access 
to his personal records and advice; Tom Crowley for the note and photographs on Bill Panton; Joe 
Wendell for his article on Gisbert and his hash photographs; Neil Hutchinson for photographs, 
the T-shirt pictures and the IH 2006 details; Richard White for access to his Hash material and for 
editing files; John Lukens for his advice and for copying to me his Hash photographs and files.  
Contributions were received from Rudy Reineke, Roy Cowie, Max Maxwell, Richard White, 
Wolfgang Dettmann, Chris Schulz, Andrew Cunningham, Lem Morgan, Greg Cable, Teerachai 
Reinsubdee, Colin Snow, John Lukens, Vichai Suphasomboon, Noah Shepherd, Bruce Weeks, 
Cengiz Ertuna, Mike Rust, and others whom I may have forgotten.  All contributions were 
gratefully appreciated.  I have, almost at random, selected material from the Hash Newsletters. 

Brian Pope (Hash Historian) 
7 June 2017 



 

The Beginnings.  
 
Hash is a follow on from Paper Chasing in England – Walter Rye the founder of Thames Hare and 
Hounds said that the idea of paper chasing came to him from the Barby Hill run described in Tom 
Brown’s Schooldays (1857 or thereabouts). The name Thames Hare and Hounds first appeared in 
print on 3rd October 1868.  
 
H.Y. Groombridge’s recollections. An extract from Dr. Voelcker’s letter written in 1931.  
 
“The teas were a great institution in those days and no runner dreamt of leaving before just in 
time to catch the last London train from Putney. These functions were euphemistically 
denominated ‘teas’ but there was a very considerable demand for a beverage entitled ‘Stock’ ale 
and it really was ale then. The evening was spent in sing-songs, spelling bees, skittles and 
yarning.  
 
“There were practically no matches in those days, the events being challenge cup races, open and 
club handicaps and ordinary runs, the latter genuine paper-chases with a distinct effort to catch 
the hare.  
 
“ I well remember preparation for the first cross-country championship in 1876, I think. Our 
President, Walter Rye, put down a track about 300 yards round the garden of his home at St 
Anne’s Hill, Wandsworth, where the chosen team practised twice a week. We were, of course, 
most hospitably entertained after the runs except in the matter of beer, which was restricted to 
one glass per man. The race was run in the neighbourhood of Epping Forest in order to be run 
over neutral country, but, unfortunately ended in a fiasco owing to the trail being lost and the 
runners were quite at sea in the forest, some wandering about for hours before finally reaching 
Headquarters. It was a bitterly cold day and most of us were in a frozen condition when we did 
finally get back. The Officials thought it necessary to restore circulation by rubbing with spirit. 
Personally, I thought internal application would be better and snatched the glass and imbibed a 
considerable quantity. The next thing I remember is waking up in the Old Pavilion Music Hall. I 
was in company with my old pal and fellow member, Willie Scott, who informed me I had 
absolutely refused to go home and insisted upon the visit to the Hall.” 

 

 





 

ORIGIN OF THE HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 
 
This letter was addressed to the Kuala Lumpur HHH in 1958 
by Cecil Lee, one of the co-founders of the Hash House Harriers. He was a 
regular harrier 1938-40, and after the war, 1946-51, then in Borneo for three 
years before returning to KL to finish his hashing 1954-57. 
 
"The Hash House Harriers were founded in a moment of post-prandial inspiration 
at the Selangor Club Chambers, about 1937/38, by the inmates, who included 
myself, E.J. Galvin, H.M. Doig, and AS Gispert. Gispert was the real founder – 
a man of great wit and charm, who was killed on Singapore Island in February 
1942 whilst serving with the Argylls, having only just returned from leave in 
Australia to rejoin the volunteers. I am glad of this opportunity to salute his 
memory. He was a splendid fellow, and would be happy to know the Harriers are 
still going strong, and are as merry and bright as ever - or more so. Gispert 
was not an athlete, and stress was laid as much on the subsequent refreshment 
etc. as on the pure and austere running. It was non-competitive, and abounded 
in slow packs. Life was then conservative rather than competitive. 
 
The name was a mock allusion to the institution that housed and fed us. Later 
"Torch" Bennett returned from leave, and produced order out of chaos - a bank 
account, balance sheet and some system. But we pride ourselves on being rather 
disorganised - or the minimum organization sufficed. The original joint masters 
were myself and "Horse" Thompson, still running somewhere – a past-master at 
short-cuts and the conservation of energy. 
 
Celebrations were held in various places, and the first was in what is now the 
Legislative Council, then the Volunteer Mess. The oratory, I recall, was much 
the same as now. 
 
Llew Davidson is an old member. Morris Edgar was one, but apart from Llew and 
John Wyatt-Smith, I do not think there are any more antediluvians still 
running. Philip Wickens was also one who kept us going post-war. 
 
We started up again after the war due to Torch Bennett who discovered a Bank 
Balance and put in a claim for War Damage on one tin bath, and two dozen mugs, 
and possibly two old bags (not members). We started by a small run in reduced 
circumstances around the race-course then the horses were not much better. 
 
The Emergency cramped our style but did not diminish our activities, and we 
were called in for information on various by-ways in Selangor, but our period 
of usefulness to MI5 was brief, and our information probably otiose. But the 
hares ran into two Bandits at Cheras, who were later copped. 
 
An Irish accountant, Kennedy, drew up the Rules we had to register as a club, 
and he seems to have preserved the old traditions just as you do now." 
 
Selemat tinggal HHH 
 
Cecil Lee 
KUALA LUMPUR 
October 24, 1958 
 
 
 Editor’s Note 

For more excellent articles on the origins of hashing see Tim Hughes 500 Runs magazine on the bangkokhhh website 
 



 

WHEN WAS HHH RUN No 1?   From letters and the memory of  HEMA 
 

HHH, the Hash House Harriers, is the original Hash in the world, now often referred to as Mother Hash. It was 

founded from the Long Bar of the then Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur, now the Royal Selangor Club; there was 

no need for an adjectival attachment, being as there was only one HHH. But when was HHH Run No 1, or 

maybe more important when was it conceived? There are several reports of the date of HHH Run 1. 

 

Back in 1978, in my KL days, I found myself JM & President of HHH, together with Phuah Boon Lay who was JM 

and President of Vice, yes President  and Vice President;  per the written constitution there shall be 2 Joint 

Masters, known as the President and Vice President; to my surprise Boon Lay grabbed the VP hat, leaving me 

as President. Strange I thought, until a letter was shoved in front of me for signature addressed to the Chief of 

Police , requesting permission for HHH members to gather and run through the plantations of KL and Selangor 

on Monday evenings. Under the Internal Security Act, left in place by the Brits, a gathering of 3 or more citizens 

was illegal without police permission, and my signature went on the letter; a smart side step by Boon Lay. 

Other than dropping me in to sign, Boon Lay was a great guy, and a strong runner, sadly no longer with us. 

 

Per John Duncan, and other HHH Senior Members, I learned that 1978 was considered to be the 40th birthday 

of founding the HHH, with 23rd September 1978 nominated as best anyone could reckon as the official 

birthday, so assisting to “organise” a grand PU landed in my intray. Per Duncan Sept 23 was the best estimate 

based on conversations with early Members still around, including Cecil Lee, Morris Edgar, and Philip Wickens. 

See elsewhere in this journal for the BH3 write up on the weekend. However post that grand PU, other 

evidence surfaced.   

 

Run 03, post WW11, was held on 02 September 1946 under JM’s Cecil Lee and Eddy Galvin, the circular, copy 

attached, notes that HHH was established 117 runs pre WW11. In the Far East WW11 kicked off on 07 

Decembver 1941 when the Japanese modified Pearl Harbour, to their subsequent regret.   December 08 was a 

Monday when little doubt a trail would have been reckied, whether it was run who knows?  Seventeen weeks 

pre December 08 reaches to 15 August 1941, which is reported by Duncan as Run 100. Clearly 100 weeks pre 

August 1941 does not reach to September 1938, so that 40th Birthday PU is suspect, and maybe it should be re 

celebrated with a more appropriate date. 

 

Then comes my amazing October 1980 meeting with Torch Bennet in Durban South Africa, the original HHH 

Onsec, one of the world’s all time small small world sagas.  Details of how that meeting came about are 

contained in Magic’s great BH3 Run 500 journal under the heading “Checking in Africa.” Torch and his wife Joy, 

entertained me royally; afternoon tea with scones at their Berea house  was the invitation, which stretched to  

a sundowner beer, which stretched to dinner at Durban Country Club and the biggest crayfish I ever saw, and 

finally a nightcap back in the Berea with endless discussion on the early days of the HHH. This wonderful 

evening was followed by several letter exchanges between Durban, KL,  and Bintulu, Sarawak, where I was 

then assisting the Yellow Peril,  all aimed at establishing beyond reasonable doubt the date of HHH Run 1.  

 

Torch’s letter dated 24/3/81makes a strong claim for a July 1939 start. His anchor being his leave trip late 

November 1938 to late July 1939, 8 months, remember Torch arrived in Singapore by ship in August 1934 

clutching  a 4 year contract, with no jet airlines to wiz him around. He is clear that HHH was not functioning pre 



 

his leave departure in November 1938, reinforced by Gisbert still being manager of the Malacca office at that 

time. However Torch is equally clear that HHH was in operation when he returned to KL in late July 1939. This 

ties in reasonably well with Run 100 being August 1941, given layoffs over Xmas NY, Easter etc. Torch’s next 

letter dated27/6/81 reaffirms  the July 1939 as the start date of HHH, but brings in a neat suggestion on how to 

overcome the need to recall several thousand H3 T Shirts to overprint “Running Since 1938. ”  As we are aware, 

in Chinese counting, we are considered to be One at birth,  so if early July 1939 is considered the date of HHH 

Run 1, then conception could well have been circa September 1938!  Back in 1981 it was agreed twixt Torch, 

Duncan and myself to let history slowly drift  without recalling T Shirts, but now that Torch and Duncan have 

both moved on, leaving only me aware of this correspondence with Torch, and so maybe it is time to publish 

the  saga. 

 

              On On, Hema 

 

 
 











 

The Eminent Yorkshire Hashman – Bill Panton 
 
The origins of  the Hash House Harriers in Asia derive from what is today termed the “Mother Hash”, the group of 
men running on Monday nights in the bush surrounding Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  A British Agricultural service man 
and soils expert posted to KL in 1953, Bill Panton found his way to the Mother Hash soon after in 1954. Bill’s 
bachelor quarters were adjacent to the Royal Selangor club and he met many hashers at the famed Long Bar of the 
RSC.  
 
It wasn’t until 1958 though that Bill joined the Mother Hash. Bill explained that his work to that time, charting the 
soils though out Malaysia, kept him in the jungle for long periods of time (often four weeks or more) not in the 
comfort of KL.  Bill’s in depth experience in the Malay jungles was such that he was credited with being the first to 
come across and document a hitherto unknown aboriginal tribe.  
 
Once on the trail with Mother Hash Bill quickly showed great enthusiasm for the weekly ritual. As his good friend 
from those early hashing days, Brian Gray, said  “To Bill the Hash . . . . was a place of great good fellowship and 
sustained friendship.” 
 
Bill found time away from hashing to court and wed his wife, Aishah, in 1961. Bill’s long soil survey treks into the 
jungle were pretty much over but Aishah proved understanding of his commitment to hashing, and his hash friends 
were often entertained at their Damansara home.  
 
When he retired from the British service in 1971, Bill was awarded an OBE for his service by the British High 
Commissioner in Malaysia. 
 
Bill’s commitment to fitness and the outdoors was demonstrated in 1972 when he and another of the Mother Hash 
visited Kota Kinabalu and instead of climbing the famed highest mountain in Southeast Asia (at 13,435 feet), then not 
regulated as it is today, they challenged each other to run to the top and back, which they did in a matter of hours.  
 
It was this attitude and devotion to hashing that led Bill to co-found the Washington DC Hash when he moved to a job 
with the World Bank in 1972 and then again to co-found the Bangkok Hash when he was posted to Bangkok in 1977. 
 
Though Bill was, in a few years, transferred back to Washington DC, his work required periodic trips to Asia, KL and 
Bangkok so Bill was able to keep up to-date with his now extended Hash family.  
 
In 1992 Bill retired from the World Bank and was able to return home to Malaysia and the Mother Hash. From KL he 
would continue to travel to special hashing events being held not only in Asia but, in the case of the Inter-hash 
gatherings, throughout the world. It was in these years that Bill noted the often intricate stories behind the founding of 
many Hash kennels.  Bill was inspired to begin his master hash project, the family tree of all the world’s hashes, 

which of course,  are derived from the Mother Hash. Thus Bill became a fixture at 
the Inter-Hashes and many regional hash gatherings over the next twenty-five 
years, sitting at a table with the latest version of the genealogy in front of him and 
enlarging the chart each time in countless discussions with many proud hash 
founders. During this period Bill picked up the hash name “Tumbling Bill” as  he 
found the trails sometimes tripping him up. Possibly other senior hashers 
recognize the syndrome.  
 
Bill has few requirements that he would prescribe for new hashes though he has 
often indicated a preference for  trails with back checks to confuse the FRBs, and 
he deplores the excessive vulgarity and/or long circles he finds in some hashes.  
 
Today Bill is at home in Chevy Chase, Maryland, with his daughters Soraya and 
Sharina, having celebrated his 90th birthday on May 6th, 2017. On May 25th Bill 
be the hare and host  for the Washington DC H3 weekly run as the DC H3 will 
celebrate it’s 45th anniversary on May 27th.  

 



kISrO’?
THE RUALA LUMPUR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, 1959A

Cecil Lee, the author of the much circulated history of the Hash
is seated 4th from the left of the 2nd row (with pipe).

brian
Typewriter
Bill Panton front row, second from right in 1959 at HHH AGPU





 

The Last Time They Saw Gispert 
Written by Joe Wendell 

 
The story of how Alberto Esteban Ignacio Gispert, “G” for short, started the “Mother Hash” at a 

grub-house not far from KL’s main railway station is often told, but of perhaps as much interest to the 
“Father Hash” is Gispert’s link with Singapore. 
 

Born in Kent to Catalan Spanish parents in 1903, Gispert spoke little English until he attended St. 
Joseph’s Academy in Blackheath, and it’s there he likely picked up a sport called the “paper chase.”  He 
became a Charted Accountant in 1928 and was posted first to Singapore, then to Malacca, and finally to KL 
in 1938 where he started the contemporary version of hashing.  Fatefully, that year Gispert also joined the 
Federated Malay States Volunteer Force (FMSVF). 
 

The KL Hash celebrated its 100th run in August 1941 while PM Churchill and President Roosevelt 
shuttled between the HMS Prince of Wales and the USS Augusta to negotiate the so-called Atlantic Charter.  
That fall Gispert took his wife and son to Sydney but while there on December 1st the FMSVF was 
mobilized.  Notably, the Japanese were moving with “look-here” troopship movements as additional yet 
unseen ships moved east for the attack on Pearl Harbor a week later.  On December 12th the Mother Hash 
downed its last beers with run 117, two days after the Prince of Wales and HMS Repulse were sunk off 
Kuantan.  As a function of attrition, it would have been difficult for the Hash to continue as at least seven 
members were called-up. 
 

Gispert returned to Singapore from Australia in January 1942 and was ordered to Tyersall to join 
the 2nd Battalion of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders.  The 2nd Argylls was commanded by Lt. Col. Ian 
Stewart, a figure who’d already earned a spot in history, and before the Pacific action got underway Stewart 
would take the Argylls upcountry on the mainland and train them in Argyll jungle doctrine and forced 
marches so to build-up endurance to the salt-sapping sweat of a Malayan mid-day sun.  Life wasn’t much 
easier back in Singapore as the Argylls trained in the mudflats of the Kranji mangroves.  Ironically, that was 
the stretch of island where the Japanese would mount their invasion, and incredibly, this intensive training 
met with the disapproval of Malaya Command where some regarded Stewart as a “crank.”  When the real test 
came, though, the Argylls proved one of the few commands fit for the challenge. 
 

By the end of January 1942 the Japanese had nearly reached Singapore.  As a consequence of 
their training the Argylls became the unit of choice in slowing the enemy advance, but that came at a cost of 
two-thirds its roll-call.  The last time that Cecil Lee, one of the first Hash JM’s, saw Gispert was on January 
30th, the day before the evacuation.  Gispert told his old HHH mate that he had the job of leading an ambush 
against any Japanese trying to stop them and that his would be the last platoon across the causeway.  Lee said 
that he and his four armored cars were told they were expendable and they were attached to the Argylls to 
cover the crossing.   
 

30,000 men had crossed the causeway without 
loss by 0700 on February 1st and only 250 Argylls 
remained.  At 0730 the Argylls crossed with bagpipes 
keening quick-step to the tune of ‘Heilan Laddie’, and 
once clear Stewart gave the order to detonate charges.  A 
70-foot gap was made in the causeway and with it the vital 
water pipeline.  The next day the unit took on a new 
identity - the Plymouth Argylls - with the amalgamation of 
210 surviving Marines from Prince of Wales and Repulse. 



 

 
The Japanese commenced their real assault near 

Lim Chu Kang at 2200 on February 8.  Tengah airfield was 
quickly overrun and the Japanese effort split into several 
columns, one of which was assigned to take the strategic 
Bukit Timah Road. The next day the Plymouth Argylls were 
bussed up to Bukit Panjang village and after action along 
Choa Chu Kang Road on February 10th were eventually 
ordered to positions 100 yards into the rubber trees on the 
east side of Bukit Timah Road, near St. Joseph’s Church.  
That night’s dispositions had A and D Companies (Argylls) 
near track junction 750183 (now Chestnut Avenue) and B 
and C Companies (Royal Marines) near track junction 
751179 (now Diary Farm Road).  Ian Stewart’s memoirs 
describe Gispert as leading a mortar section located 200 
yards down the track from junction 751179, and only ten 
yards from Stewart’s HQ.   
 

Brigadier General Paris, who had sector 
command, located his brigade HQ at the PWD Depot quite 
near the Argylls, and at around 2000 that night a lone 
Japanese T-95 medium tank crashed through the gates and 
approached Paris’s HQ.  As it was still thought that friendly 
forces were forward the Argylls it took several minutes for 
the tank and a defending armored car to realize that they 
were looking at the enemy and to start shooting.  The 

Japanese had floated tanks across the strait and the British had little to defend against them but on this 
occasion the tank retired.  Argyll roadblocks near the track junctions had slowed the enemy but eventually 
they broke through until another roadblock at Bukit Timah Village halted a column of around 50 tanks. 
 

Stewart’s plan was to remain silent throughout the night and to attack the Japanese flank at about 
0800 on the morning of the 11th.  Had the plan gone through Gispert might have been found lobbing mortar 
shells into St. Joseph’s Church, the same namesake as in his schoolboy “paper chase” days.  Malaya 
Command’s plan was for the 12th Brigade - which Paris pointed out meant the Argylls only - to retake Bukit 
Panjang Village and then fight back to Tengah.  The plan was completely unrealistic from the situation on the 
ground, and in any event, the Japanese also had plans.  

 
The 5th and 18th Divisions had been ordered to attack Bukit Timah at night using only knives and 

bayonets (aside from the main road tanks).  Early in the invasion huge oil tanks at Kranji had been destroyed 
and smoke from the burning petroleum had mixed with the clouds above to rain a blackened mix of soot and 
water.  Both sides were soaked in this oily mess, the Japanese joked about it and its hard to believe that the 
British forces didn’t also, but it also meant that men had to come into very close contact to identify friend or 
foe and on one occasion that night a senior Argyll bumped into a Japanese officer, they apologized to one 
another and moved off in opposite ways.   
 

At around 0400 on February 11th a considerable force of Japanese infantry made its way along the 
Dairy Farm track from junction 751179, silently surprised Captain Gispert and threemen of his mortar crew, 
and killed them.  The remains of Gispert and Privates Myles Atkinson, Richard McNeil, and John Hastings, 



 

were never recovered.  Not long after Gen. Paris lead a withdrawal east to the dairy farm and then south 
along the pipeline.   
 

At 1810 on February 15 British General Percival surrendered to Japanese 
General Yamashita at the Ford Factory about half mile from where Gispert died.  Of 
the original FMSVF hashers, Henry Doig died a month before hostilities in an aviation 
accident and at least four of the seven wound up Prisoners-of-War, including Cecil 
Lee, with time toiled but survived on the Thailand-Burma Death Railway.  The Kuala 
Lumpur Hash House Harriers was resurrected by original members after the war – 
imagine the stories they could tell - and the Singapore Hash House Harriers was 
founded in 1962 - nearly 20 years to the day the last time they saw Gispert.   

 
 

Research and Acknowledgements 
Research was compiled from a number of sources:  
 

Middlebrook and Mahoney, The Sinking of the Prince of Wales and Repulse   
Moffatt and McCormick, Moon over Malaya.   
Moffatt and Riches, In Oriente Primus. 
Smith, Singapore Burning 
Stewart, History of the 2nd Argylls.   
Tsuji, Singapore 1941-1942 
Warren, Singapore 1942 
 

Research on Gispert was sponsored by BN Prodt, Pte. Ltd.  I wish to thank Yvonne Chen of St. Joseph’s 
Church on Bukit Timah Road for her assistance and most critically, Rod Mackenzie and Archie Wilson of the 
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Regimental Museum at Stirling Castle in Scotland.  It was the men at 
Stirling Castle who, in the decisive moment, came through with the definitive archival documentation as to 
the location where Gispert fell.   
 
Photo Descriptions:   
The first photo is a picture of the Japanese marching across the causeway through the gap that had been 
blown in the causeway by the Argylls during the retreat from Johor Bahru.   
 
The second photo of the Map is courtesy of the Argyll Museum at Stirling Castle, the  image is a small 
section of the map carried by Lt. Col Stewart during the Battle of Bukit Timah.  We have added a Blue Dot to 
represent the spot where Gispert and the three Argylls died.  Coordinates are given longitude first and a third 
digit is added to give a decimal tenth to the grid system, resulting in a six-digit description. 
 
Understanding the history of the map is key to the story.  Sterling Castle in Scotland, home of the Argylls, 
sent me that section of the map where the final fight occurred.  Col. Stewart’s HQ was ten meters away from 
the mortar pit, so Stewart’s map was ten meters away from Gispert and the mortar pit.  By the way, by luck 
of history, that ten yards is still preserved by two roads going into the national park.  Quite a lucky find! 
 
The third photo is of the Kranji War Memorial in Singapore for those whose bodies were never recovered. 
 
The fourth photo shows the 4 cans of the February 11 4a.m. Gispert Memorial Vigil, held every year since 
2012, for the four that fell at the mortar pit on February 11, 1942, taken on the following morning.  That 
image also shows the 10 yards to Col. Stewart’s HQ, 10 meters away. 



 

 
Long ago, sometime before 2002 and before the Singaporeans had connected 
Dairy Farm Road with the expressway, the Singapore Hash, of which I was a 
member, would do runs from, starting from, this spot.  Of course, we didn’t know 
the significance of the location back then, but I absolutely and vividly recall after 
having a lot beer at the circle taking a wee - wee wee, in those ten meters between 
the mortar pit and the Colonel’s HQ.  
 
Background to the search 
The background behind this search for Gispert, though it started in Singapore, 
actually had a BH3 link.  One of the old BH3 hashers in the late 90’s published a 
story about Gispert’s death.  It didn’t have a lot of details but it did have the 
WRONG coordinates.  Those wrong coordinates were then published by various 
Hashes around the world as they told the Gispert story.  That included KC’s hash in Manila.  The coordinates 
were no where near Bukit Timah, where Gispert was believed to have perished, and that in the end took me 
to Sterling Castle, in Scotland.   
 
Now we have the right coordinates, but the reason I make a big deal about the coordinates is because many 
countries, including the US, don’t use and understand the six digit reference system that was used in the old 
British ordinance maps.   
 
Joe’s report was published in the Mother Hash Anniversary Magazine and the Singapore HHH. The 
Singapore version was published before the archaeologist finding, but that article became the motivating 
factor in getting the British Government to put the archaeologist on the story. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



1999-2000 2000-01 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06

Grand Master Ron Thomson Cengiz Ertuna Phansak V Paul Underwood Narest R Teerachai R

Joint Master Phansak V Tiradej S & Rudy Reinecke Frank Allum Todd Wilkie A MacPherson

Joint Master Cengiz Ertuna C Moor & D Parks Teerachai R Narest R Mike Burgess M Brussellers

On Sec Dave Parks Ed Rubesch Neil Hutchinson Mike Burgess Graeme Bywater A Cunningham

On Sec Ass Paul Loke Paul Underwood Graeme Bristol Paul Williams Paul Loke Noah Shepherd

Hash Cash Chris Moor Rod Turner Richard Plummer Rod Turner M Brussellers Graeme Bywater

Hash Cash Ass W Dettmann Vichai S Bob Boulter Rod Turner

Hash Cash Ass

Trailmaster GM's discretion Derek Tavender Vichai S Bob Boulter A MacPherson Bob Boulter

Trailmaster Ass Graeme Bywater Vichai S

Hash Mugger Vinai Seerar Vinai Seerar Vinai Seerar Vinai Seerar Vinai Seerar Vinai Seerar

Hash Mugger's Ass

Hash Flash Padmore/ Rubesch Joost Zwager Hugo Steiner Erik Ravn Richard Ramsden Joe Wendell

Hash Flash Ass Erik Ravn Graeme Bywater

Hash Haberdash Tiradej S Ian Taylor Narest R E Ravn & Vichai S Erik Ravn Erik Ravn

Hash Haberdash

Hash Piss Pitak Chunthong Pitak Chunthong Pitak Chunthong Pitak Chunthong Pitak Chunthong Pitak Chunthong

Hash Piss Ass

Hash Webmaster Randell Burke Randell Burke Randell Burke Randell Burke Randell Burke Randell Burke

Hash Sniff Paul Underwood Brian Barwick Vichai P Todd Wilkie Paul Williams

Hash Sniff Ass

Hash Horn Joost Zwager Richard Ramsden A MacPherson Cengiz Ertuna A Cunningham Joost Zwager

Hash Music Graeme Bristol Stephen Buttling Suphon R

Religious Advisor Bob Boulter Frank Allum

Hash Quack Chris Schulz Chris Maxwell

Hash Historian Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope

Hash Law Vinai Seerar Suphon R

Hash Advisor Vinai Seerar

Hash Victim A MacPherson Suphon R Roberto Guzman

COMMITTEES



2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

Grand Master A MacPherson A Cunningham Frank Allum Vichai P Mike Rust Rod Turner

Joint Master A Cunningham Joost Zwager Todd Wilkie Lem Morgan Rod Turner Matt Ryder

Joint Master Rod Turner Rod Turner Noah Shepard Greg Cable

On Sec Mike Burgess Todd Wilkie A MacPherson Mike Rust Dave Kuipers A Atkinson/ A Hodgson

On Sec Ass Joost Zwager Mike Burgess Tom Ellefsen Greg Cable A Cunningham Kevin McGaffey

Hash Cash Jim Swetlikoe Jeff Gay Vichai P Tiradej S Clyde Albrecht Clyde Albrecht

Hash Cash Ass Todd Wilkie Richard Plummer Narest R Vichai S Vinai Seerar Maarten Brussellers

Hash Cash Ass -

Trailmaster Bob Boulter Rod Turner Lindsay Mulder Maarten Brussellers Todd Wilkie Noah Shepard

Trailmaster Ass Tiradej S Bruce Weeks Lem Morgan Cengiz Ertuna Noah Shepherd Richard Plummer

Hash Mugger Vinai Seerar Vinai Seerar Vinai Seerar Rod Turner A MacPherson Tony Erswell

Hash Mugger's Ass Rod Turner Rod Turner W Dettmann Tony Erswell

Hash Flash Joe Wendell Erik Ravn Joe Wendell Simon Kitchen Matt Ryder Tony Segadeli

Hash Flash Ass Brian Pope D Simister/B Pope Roy Cowie Jeff Gay Erik Ravn -

Hash Haberdash Erik Ravn Narest R Erik Ravn Erik Ravn Bob Boulter Bob Boulter

Hash Haberdash

Hash Piss Pitak Chunthong Khun Daeng Khun Daeng Khun Daeng Khun Daeng Khun Daeng

Hash Piss Ass Narest R Narest R Narest R Narest Ra

Hash Webmaster Todd Wilkie Todd Wilkie Todd Wilkie Lem Morgan Lem Morgan

Hash Sniff Chris Schulz John Quarmby Greg Cable Suphon R Rudi Reinecke Wolfgang Dettmann

Hash Sniff Ass Suphon R Eric Cornile John McBirnie Greg Cable Todd Wilkie

Hash Horn K Hemmerijckx Frank Allum Steve Furst Lindsay Mulder

Hash Music Noah Shepherd

Religious Advisor Frank Allum Teerachai R -

Hash Quack Vichai Cool

Hash Historian Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope

Hash Law Bruce Weeks Richard White

Hash Advisor Suphon R Roy Cowie Tony Erswell B Boulter & T Erswell

Hash Victim Roberto Guzman

COMMITTEES



2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17

Grand Master Noah Shepherd Chris Schulz Matt Ryder Tom Ellefsen Greg  Cable

Joint Master Clyde Albrecht Todd Wilkie Tom Ellefsen Mike  Rickard Vinai Seerar

Joint Master Chris Schulz Matt Ryder Greg Cable KC  Marshment Marc Lavoie

On Sec Joost Zwager Jim Eller KC Marshment John McBirnie Richard  White

On Sec Ass Mike Rickard - Mike Rust Joost  Zwager Kevin McGaffey

Hash Cash Adam Hodgson Dave Kuipers Mike Rickard John  Belgrave Colin Snow

Hash Cash Ass Wolfgang Dettmann Tiradej S John Belgrave Colin Snow Bob Boulter

Hash Cash Ass - Mike Rust Colin Snow Mike  Rust Tiradej S

Trailmaster Maarten Brusselers Bob Boulter Todd Wilkie Steve Furst  P Vandenhoucke

Trailmaster Ass - - Ian Slater Greg  Cable -

Hash Mugger Richard Plummer Rod Turner Rod Turner Rod Turner Rod  Turner 

Hash Mugger's Ass -

Hash Flash Mike Rickard Narest R Steve Furst P Vandenhoucke Joost  Zwager

Hash Flash Ass - - T  Sugino Todd Wilkie Jeff  Gay

Hash Haberdash Bob Boulter Vichai S Tiradej S Tiradej S Vichai S

Hash Haberdash Tiradej S

Hash Piss Khun Daeng Khun Daeng Khun Daeng Khun Daeng J Tomlinson

Hash Piss Ass Narest R Narest R Narest R Narest R -

Hash Webmaster Lem Morgan Lem Morgan Lem Morgan Lem Morgan Lem  Morgan

Hash Sniff Tony Erswell Greg Cable Tony Erswell Brian Barwick Mike Rickard

Hash Sniff Ass Paul Williams - Narest R Vinai  Seesar AMacPherson

Hash Horn Mike Rust - -

Hash Music -

Religious Advisor Frank Allum - -

Hash Quack Frank Allum -

Hash Historian Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope Brian Pope

Hash Law

Hash Advisor

Hash Victim

COMMITTEES



joined joined

1 Tiradej Sakunwadhna (Pork Finder) 265 1470 81% 44 92% 52 Clyde Albrecht (Adorable Blue Balls) 953 243 22% 1 2%

2 Bob Boulter (Bullitt) 81 1450 73% 34 71% 53 Andy Grob (Mee Grob) 977 229 21% 3 6%

3 Tony Erswell (Ambrose) 8 1295 62% 39 81% 54 Derek Tavender (Muff Diver) 1089 220 22% 3 6%

4 Wolfgang Dettman (Von Nivea) 143 1245 64% 16 33% 55 John McBirnie (McSwirly) 1454 216 34% 15 31%

5 Vichai Suphasomboon (Senator) 317 1233 70% 37 77% 56 Noah Shepherd (4 by 2) 1386 216 31% 5 10%

6 Cenghiz Ertuna (Disgusting) 449 1036 63% 23 48% 57 Duncan Jamison 393 213 13% 0 0%

7 Rod Turner (Bug) 745 1012 76% 21 44% 58 Dave Cobbett (The Hobbitt) 156 211 11% 3 6%

8 Brian Heath (Brain Health) 74 1003 50% 4 8% 59 Matt Ryder (Anal Rape) 1456 209 33% 10 21%

9 Narest Rattanapinanchai (Nearest n Dearest) 598 1000 67% 0 0% 60 Ian Taylor 1019 176 17% 0 0%

10 Suphon Ruttanaphon (Suffle) 46 938 46% 11 23% 61 Richard Ramsden 1134 174 18% 0 0%

11 Todd Wilkie (Spinning Dwarf) 945 905 80% 39 81% 62 Graeme Bristol (Mini) 1078 170 17% 1 2%

12 Richard White (Stumbles) 171 884 46% 31 65% 63 Mike Rickard (Whoremonger) 1408 170 25% 18 38%

13 Colin Snow (Hema) 306 850 48% 29 60% 64 Lars Magnusson 432 167 10% 0 0%

14 Vinai (Over Sexed) Seesar 327 792 45% 39 81% 65 Richard Padmore 1078 163 16% 0 0%

15 Teerachai Riensubdee (Pink Panther) 123 787 40% 23 48% 66 Dave Parks 1025 150 14% 0 0%

16 Erik Ravn (Captain Eric) 510 776 49% 43 90% 67 Lindsay Mulder (Lecherous) 1532 150 27% 2 4%

17 Richard Ellis 3 692 33% 0 0% 68 David Ivory 560 147 10% 0 0%

18 Brian Pope (Le Pope) 483 683 43% 3 6% 69 Steve Furst (Tastes Great) 1065 144 14% 17 35%

19 Frank Allum (Noriega) 776 674 52% 10 21% 70 Dave Kuipers (Cherry Licker) 1665 138 33% 1 2%

20 Rudi Reinecke (SS Kraut) 431 614 37% 0 0% 71 Paul Loke (Katoey Kick Boxer) 1082 132 13% 0 0%

21 Phansak Viyakornvilas (Pancake) 505 600 38% 0 0% 72 Peter Wallbank (Dripper) 1440 131 20% 7 15%

22 Roy Cowie (Wee Jimmie) 211 583 31% 20 42% 73 Arthur Keys 331 126 7% 0 0%

23 Terry Moore 5 532 26% 0 0% 74 Tony Waltham 54 124 6% 0 0%

24 Neil Hutchinson (Hags) 732 530 39% 6 13% 75 Jay Cooley (Footloose) 871 118 10% 2 4%

25 Andrew MacPherson (Agent Orange) 1279 513 64% 36 75% 76 Joe Wendell (Bloody Nipples) 1331 113 15% 0 0%

26 Chris Maxwell (Ringworm) 758 479 36% 3 6% 77 Jim Edens (Bimbo) 1174 111 12% 7 15%

27 Joost Zwaager (Chippendale) 1009 468 44% 15 31% 78 Peter Vandenhoucke (Ladyboy) 1907 108 62% 33 69%

28 Angus Worrall 558 451 30% 0 0% 79 Stephen Butling 1066 104 10% 0 0%

29 Paul Williams (Tambourine Man) 920 421 36% 5 10% 80 Dick Leary ??? 103 0 0%

30 Chris Schulz (Bushman) 987 417 38% 20 42% 81 Mike Lauer (Stiffy) 887 102 9% 5 10%

31 Maarten Brusselers (Bogdiver) 1369 389 55% 14 29% 82 Jim Swetlikoe 1454 96 15% 0 0%

32 Mike Burgess (Sugar Daddy) 1279 369 46% 0 0% 83 Peter Laverick (Maverick) 632 90 6% 1 2%

33 Chris Moor (Wally) 780 368 28% 8 17% 84 John Belgrave (Bangcook) 1863 89 41% 0 0%

34 Mike Rust (Love Canal) 1267 359 44% 23 48% 85 Tony Segadelli (Shaggy) 1705 89 24% 0 0%

35 Paul Underwood (Big Nosed Bastard) 1044 332 32% 1 2% 86 Jim Eller (Virginia Slim) 1853 84 37% 5 10%

36 John Lukens (Tinker) 723 328 24% 12 25% 87 Andy Welsh 748 81 6% 0 0%

37 Brian Barwick (BarDick) 1062 325 32% 15 31% 88 Ed Rubesch 1156 78 8% 2 4%

38 Marc Lavoie (manboobs) 613 319 22% 11 23% 89 Charles Harvie (Wallbanger) 526 77 5% 2 4%

39 Randell Burke 851 307 25% 0 0% 90 Ian Slater (Ajarn Kee Mao) 1635 75 17% 6 13%

40 Vichai Pechardkhao (Cool) 1284 307 39% 19 40% 91 Adam Hodgson (Steveeater) 1778 70 23% 0 0%

41 KC Marshment (Boob a Lube) 1112 306 32% 43 90% 92 Tomohide Sugino (Total Lost) 1847 69 29% 0 0%

42 Bruce Weeks (Hash Hash) 1018 295 28% 14 29% 93 Roland Garcia 880 67 6% 1 2%

43 Tom Ellefson (Pussy Virus) 1082 280 28% 16 33% 94 Vasi Zef (Slumdog) 1654 66 15% 11 23%

44 Jeff Gay (Bugs) 1462 275 44% 21 44% 95 Eric Cornille (Dunkin Donut) 1588 65 13% 3 6%

45 Greg Cable (Tickler) 1518 269 48% 39 81% 96 John Tomlinson (Selfie Queen) 1975 64 60% 28 58%

46 John Quarmby (Dingleberry) 563 263 17% 3 6% 97 Kevin McGaffey (Bruised Willy) 1560 63 12% 5 10%

47 Peter Coeshott 672 261 19% 0 0% 98 Stuart Penketh 1160 61 7% 0 0%

48 Andrew Cunningham (Turd Burglar) 1401 253 37% 2 4% 99 Peter Brown 1389 53 8% 0 0%

49 Lem Morgan (No Good Boyo) 1433 253 39% 26 54% 100 Wade (Antique Roadshow) Cooper 880 53 4% 2 4%

50 Simon Kitchen (Mudguard) 617 249 17% 13 27% 101 Gonthier Walenda 911 52 4% 0 0%

51 Neville Devenish (Lobsterman) 466 247 15% 10 21% 102 Tom Crowley 1083 52 5% 0 0%

up to 2080 2033 to 2080 up to 2080 2033 to 2080

RUN ATTENDANCE
career this year career this year



 

RUN No 2 
 
This recollection of and certain musings on an old BH3 chestnut - the famous Run No.2!....is 
written in a spirit of friendship and respect and to merely set the record straight for posterity....It 
is  no longer an issue and of course in the great scheme of things matters not a jot or a tittle!   But 
to soothe any enraged bosoms that may still exist...please remember that Hema and Wallbanger 
have never claimed to have joined BH3 on Run No.2 -  merely to have run on it!......(but we 
could/would have joined if we had lived in Bangkok!....). 
 
I was in Bangkok for a few days on business and was having a drink with an old pal of mine, one 
Jim (Jimmy) Stewart, an old friend of mine from the Hong Kong Hash, who was then based in 
Bangkok with the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank.  We were enjoying sundowners at his rather 
splendid bungalow in the Bank compound which was then in the khlong and tree lined Sathorn 
Road - where the Sukothai Hotel is now - when he told me that I had just missed the first run of 
the Bangkok Hash which had been held a couple of weeks or so ago (he had run on it) - but that 
their second run was in a couple of  days time and suggested that we both run on it.   
 
This we did - arriving in his car at the appointed hour at the start which was behind a Shell petrol 
station in Pethburi Road.  The start, and finish I think, was up and over a hump- backed bridge 
and into the moo baan and some famous Bangkok shiggy - in the rain - and of course the GM, the 
much revered Bill Panton was there and led the pack.   
 
The actual run details have faded with time - and alcohol...as have the actual details of the apres 
hash activities (fortunately), but some of them are recorded in the next week's Circular of the 
KL(Mother)Hash by their then Secretary - our very own Snowy/Hema, then living in Malaysia, 
who was also visiting Bangkok at the time and ran on Run No.2.   
 
This Circular, a matter of historical record  is filed in the annals/archives of Mother Hash and 
reports and records both the actual Founding of BH3 - Run No.1, and some notes/a mini-write-up 
of Run No.2.  It is copied below these introductory remarks. Snowy and I returned to Malaysia 
and Hong Kong respectively, whilst Jimmy Stewart continued to run on BH3 - I think he was a 
Joint Master? - until he was posted to Germany?  He continues to run on H4 when in Hong Kong 
and attends H4 activities in other parts of the world.  
 
Whilst of course BH3, the second best Hash in the world (one always has a special affection for 
your first Hash!....) continues, contrary to some original thinking (it was thought by some that 
Hashing would never take-off in Bangkok!) and has gone from strength to strength.  It is indeed 
an honour to have run on and (subsequently) been a member of BH3, and wonderful to have met 
such splendid and like minded chaps, and to have had so much FUN!!! 
 
ONON..... 
 
Wallbanger 
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The Bangkok Bash has been conceived, yes, as noteé in last week‘s Circular.
Bill Panton of the World Bank (KL Joint Master around 1970) and Jim Stewart ‘of
the fionken & Shanken (ex—5.x. Hash) have succeeded in starting..1the long described
impossible Bangkok 33, and your on the spot reporter. Colin Snow, flew back
from Rangoon Specially to partake in the post inaugural run (for those who are
not postmen, this means Run No. 2). Some 14:"ethletiefit young gentlemen" having
dragged themselves from their favourite Satiirday afternoon lunchbar, ‘osseaflsl‘ed
around 5.00 pan. just off the bottom of New Pethbnri Road where the diesel and
exhaust fumes are not quite so thick as down-town, and at the cry of the mgic e

words '02: On' we trotted off. The M included a visitor from nongmngfiash;
,
Mr. Charles Hat-vie, yours truly from KL, Bill and Jim, one Arthur Philips-who
later sported a Kl. Hash mug dated around 1968, 2 or 3 exv-llaslnnen from distant
parts now domiciled in Bangkok, and a few newcomers, including one Auseie‘yhg‘in‘ "

ran barefoot (something must be thick”. “J” '

The hare laid the trail using flour, following the BongKong custom so as not to
upset the environmentalists, but reallx.wou1d nice clean 4" x 4" pieces of white
paper spoil the Bangkok environment? The trail 'took‘ off down the road to the
great amusement of the indigineons tribes, but soon it turned into rolling padny
fields and good old Bangkok bogs (should be plenty good‘ohiggy in the wet eeaoon).
Two or 3 clever checks in this area held the (pack together - it yes surprising
how easy it was to get on the wrong side of a'fiaddy‘field'when the On Oh was
called, and although the trail may only have been 50 yards oway, getting on it
may'hfivé*téken”a } mile of'rnnning, unless of course you are‘e born Sfbfll, in
which case you just keep the pack in sight and no your own fining. ‘Thefitrail
wound its nay through some kampongs with mongrel dogs all dying to_nin§ their
canineNnasherSVinto“goodsEden flesh, but fortunately none had’snffioient caurage
to attack such elite members of society.‘ A good check here collected elk 14

together before flour was found on down the road. ‘An obVious short cn€“‘5me

straight down the main road we joined was later discovered to lead to Chieng.
Mai;“foftfinately all'stayed on floor, and took off again‘into the paddv field]
semi'fiEbén sprawl with flour rapidly dissolving in the rain‘wfiich was plotting
very steadilylby now. One last check with the trai1_found on the scaffolding
of a new Klong bridge under construction and suddenly the trail was on in to
the can where the boot of Bill Panton‘s car substituted for a beer wagon. ‘

>

After several mugs of Amarit (please some Singha next time, Bill) which brought_
forth some enjoyable’fiash atmosphere (very we one after 10 weeks in Rangoon)

the fitter members lnrched off down town and after showering (what a filthy
habit) reassembled for maker: and further liquid refreshment midst the more
natural aspects of life in Bangkok. The last recollection of a memorable
evening being Charles Howie bemoaning the generosity of his Hongkong employers
who pay for him to stay at the Oriental Hotel which very morally declines to
permit the virtuous ladies of Patpoog past its from: floor - his wife will
never believe it of course.
Verdict - an enjoyable trot in good company. with good Hash spirit. Time alone
will tell whether the many distractions of Bangkok will overcome Bill and Jim's "
efforts, it is to be heped not, as the run could certainly provide some web
needed alternative exercise to pushmpe for Bangkok citizens, as well as provioing
a meeting olace for the leading figures of business as in ILL. - rhobarh thubarh
rhubarb.
NEW atom
The Hush Council, after asking for volunteers and gaining such an enthusiastic
response, selected Colin Snow as Joint 0:: Sec with Goof Connor in view of
Woodsiea impending aeparture. This was later endorsed by a chow of hands by
all those present and the appointment was unanimously confirmed.
GOOD ON YOU COLIN! ,
QNQU‘OTE



 

BH3 runs not always running smoothly 
 
We all know why we joined the Bangkok Hash House Harriers; to enjoy with like-minded friends a 
Saturday afternoon and evening away from the city in cleaner air, less noise and a more natural 
environment.  And it is a great combination of physical exercise and social intercourse. 
 
Apart from the occasional strained ankle, small cuts, bites from red ants and hornets or gangrene after 
Eleffsen's and Lavoie's mangrove mud runs, there has only been one major accident over the years: 
Arthur Key fell off a bridge and became paralyzed. Arthur, on this occasion all of us at BH3 salute you 
for your optimistic attitude to life after this horrible event.   Keep smiling! Hey, maybe one day in the 
future I will invite look to become the co-founder of the Bangkok wheelchair Hash!  
 
Pattaya - already then a town of infamous repute -, most likely decided upon to attract international 
hashers, was the venue for interhash 1986.  Tim Hughes showed his magic to organize it for 2,100 
participants from around the world.  For the multitude of different runs Tim assigned me and a cohere 
an area which we recceed three times.  Back then it was an arduous drive of 3-4 hours all the way on 
the old and bumpy Sukhumvit Road.  We laid the trail on Saturday morning and then returned to Tim's 
HQ to learn that only a handful of hashers had signed up for our run and he would allocate them to 
other runs.  So our run never happened.  The hares' consolation was that we had time in the afternoon 
for an early beer or two … 
 
Three years later the venerable Ambrose, Tony Erswell, was the hare, The newsletter warned that it 
was a boat run, so “don’t be late”. At the usual departure time a large group of hashers had assembled; 
Ambrose was there too, but no boat. We waited and waited in vain, Ambrose admitted later sheepishly 
he had paid the boatman in advance in full. 
 
This run is remembered in BH3 history as THE RUN THAT NEVER WAS. It was in the reign of 
Khun Suphon as Grand Master and he won't have any of  that; so he decreed  that what happened was a 
disgrace to BH3's reputation  and that the  same run, with the same  number and the same hare had  to 
be repeated  the following Saturday.  And so it was,  
 
A few years back we had an outstation open run in the outskirts of Chiang Mai. Great hashing  territory 
in wilderness with varying terrain, excellent organization of transport to and from the run site, a nice 
on-on-on at Dr. Frank Gregory's estate. The only problem was that Johnny Johnson's wife didn't return 
from the run.  The police was alerted, search parties went out till 2a.m., but she was only found at dawn 
around 6 a.m. on a road next to a ditch where she had spent the night.  I have known the late J.J. for 
some 30 years and I shouldn't have liked to be present when he gave his wife an earful why she had 
been so foolish to leave the trail. 
 
How often have children collected the paper from the trail and sent hashers into a frenzy?  How many 
times have we been attacked or bitten by roaming morbid dogs or, more seriously, threatened by 
farmers with guns - most recently on Run 2075?  We have to understand that we run often on private 
land without permission and the owners have every right to protect their property against an invasion of 
a bunch of noisy half-naked faranmgs with a sprinkle of Thais. 
 
Ah, it's never boring on the Bangkok Hash! 
 
Rudiger Reinecke 



 

History of the Cobra Run (as vaguely recalled by the Senator) 
 
Hugo Steiner or Huge-O, our dear friend who is now RIP in heaven, was the sole creator of the famous 
BH3 "Cobra Run". 
 
As member of BH3, everyone of us has to set a run at least once a year so Huge-O came up with the 
creative idea of making his run a memorable one and made it a popular yearly event by:- 
 

1. Setting the run near his house in Bangna-trad around the Cobra Swamp area (which now 
becomes the Suvanabhumi Airport) and named it the "Cobra Run". 
2. Gave away a designer T-shirt to everyone who joined his run. 
3. Had the On-On at "the Laughing Pig" restaurant (หมูยิม้  Muyim) which related to his big size 
so that everyone would definitely remember the good time and the occasion. 
4. The first Cobra Run was on August 1, 1992 and the last one No.14 was in 2005. 

 
I found Huge-O to be my best friend, very unique, creative and always 
happy.  I was so honoured to be his Co-Hare for many times and because I 
own an Advertising Agency, I helped him to design most of the Cobra T-
shirts. 
 
To continue the tradition and maintain his great idea, I have evolved the 
Cobra run into the "Snakehead Run" with slightly different concept that the 
run can start anywhere but will end up at a restaurant which has beautiful 
waitresses/receptionists.  The first "Snakehead Run" was on June 3, 2006 and 
we just celebrated one cycle, 12th year of the Snakehead Run in January this 
year. 
 
A big salute to our dear friend Huge-O and the great Cobra Run! 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Senator Vichai Suphasomboon celebrated his daughter's wedding reception at the Erawan Hotel on 
26 September 2015. In keeping with his patrician status and magnanimous nature, invitations were 
extended to the commoners of BH3, who only started misbehaving towards the end of the evening. 



 

According to the historical records, I took office on 14th June, 1998. But those who were 
there that night might remember that the previous GM had prepared a very long 
presentation during which he kept dropping his written notes and getting them out of 
order. By the time he finished we had heard most of the speech three or four times and 
were able to prompt him whenever he showed signs of faltering. So I might have been 
the only BH3 GM to have been handed the GM’s mug for a down-down very early on a 
Sunday morning. 

To give you some point of reference for that distant day, ‘B’Witched’ were top of the 
pops with ‘C’est la Vie’. Does anyone remember them or it? I thought not. But I, and a 
fair number of those who scratched their heads when I became GM, are still going 
strong.  

I do not believe in the good old days or the bad old days. But I do know that the past is a 
foreign country: they do things differently there. 

During my year there were six out-stations – all of which were open runs. There were 
also two open runs in Bangkok. It was at one of these events that a/the partner of one of 
our members expressed her concern about the general health of the hash. I am sure that 
we all considered ourselves to be outstanding examples of robust manhood, but although 
no-one actually died during my term of office, there had been few nasty accidents and 
some near misses. I mentioned this to Khun Prabhas while we were bringing up the rear 
of the pack the next week, and a within a few days he had arranged a Blessing 
Ceremony for the BH3 at Wat Klang Kred, before we took the ferry across the Chao 
Phraya River for run number1126 from the storied and much lamented Farm Ang Thong 
Restaurant. That is the hash spirit. No focus groups (my computer just typed the word 
‘gropes’). No opinion polls (bloody computer just typed the word ‘poles’. I must stop 
taking it to Soi Cowboy.) No endless meetings.  

After I took office, trying (mistakenly) to endear myself to the BH3 equivalent of the 
Lords of Appeal in Ordinary – or the Supreme Court, for those from the USA - I called a 
mis-management meeting. I cannot remember what was discussed, nor what was agreed 
upon. That was not the point anyway. At the start of the meeting everyone was handed a 
blank sheet of paper and instructed to write their age on it. I then collected all the sheets 
and the average was calculated by Hash Cash (an investment consultant) and Hash 
Music (a market researcher).  The average age was 49. Most of us walked out of that 
meeting feeling much younger. 

And now BH3 is forty years of age! Since many of us would argue that we never really 
started living until we joined BH3, this will make us feel even younger still. 

LIFE BEGINS. 



 

I started running in The Bangkok Hash in the middle 90’s and it was an “engineered” group. 
Hopewell, the airport, pipelines, railway projects, lot of engineers everywhere you looked some 
ground was being dug or some politician’s wet dream was being planned. This is when the Bug 
was wearing tailor-made suits and had a company car and driver. Everyone was havin’ fun, 
Roland was running the places in Nana Plaza. I recall one post-BH3 run celebrating Leaping 
Wolf’s birthday as particularly noteworthy in a Roland joint.  
 
And the running was great the original Hash Bridge, Farm Ang Tong, anyplace over the Hash 
Bridge (seemed like half the runs started over the Hash Bridge, but nobody cared, so many good 
“A” sites) even on Chaeng Wattana and Ngam Wong Wan  good runs would occasionally happen if 
there was a good restaurant. Yes there was still trail - even where now sits the Immigration Office 
on Chaeng Wattana saw some runs because of a particular restaurant with accommodating staff 
for On Ons. 
 
One of the most memorable members was Suffle, as I recall then the Hash Cash. He was very 
friendly and told me all his old school stories from some bum-fuck universities he attended in the 
US. First I thought he was Malaysian (maybe Big Dick told me that) but found out he was Thai. In 
these “first impression days” he struck me as a  reasonable individual. 
 
Running one Saturday over the Hash Bridge Over Sexed was the Hare and the On On was some 
small shitty Isaan restaurant Over Sexed discovered on the east side of the Hash Bridge. Really 
rundown, but a great find, interesting menu. This place had some good food and of course they 
tried, but obviously this place was not accustom to the Hash and the level of service required. 40 
rude, raving mad drunks, everybody was lubricated and having a good time. This period was 
rowdy always a lot of singing at the On On.  
 
Half way through the meal Suffle (who buy this time seemed to have lost his hearing he was 
talking so loud) demanded another bottle of Heineken. This little scrawny kid who was acting as 
a “waiter” told Suffle there was no more Heineken. Suffle wheeled on his seat and went after kid  
“Whatthefuck no Heineken?!!?” and goes off on a long tirade. This little punk walks away and the 
next thing I know he gets on a 2-stroke and heads off.  Remember at this time there where no 7-
11 or Tescos on Ngam Wong Wan where’s he going to go?  
 
Shortly this guy returns and what should he have but a couple of cases of Heineken bungied on 
the back of his 2-stroke. As soon as we walks in Suffle notices and that big grin breaks out “Yeah, 
yeah let’s have some Heineken.”  He holds out his glass, the kid fills it. Suffle takes a drink and 
immediately spews the whole glass of beer. “Whatthefuck This beer is not cold!” and again 
mercilessly harangs the kid who then slinks off and again hops on his 2-stroke.    
 
Then 1997 and what about the engineers? So many “Fuck off you Cunts” many of the pack spread 
as under to find work elsewhere.  
 
On On 
 
Hash Hash 



 

Pe Chuntong – BH3 First Lady and the Spirit of the Hash 
 

There is a phrase ‘cheewit cheewah’.  Translate it how you will – liveliness, 
vitality, energy.  Or ‘spirit’.  She’s gone now, but she had it in spades, and her 
unquenchable spirit surely lives on in our memories.  

I knew her for less than four years, but she became a close family friend.  
Memories?  I think the most redolent are those from a cross-border Thinking 
Drinking run we laid together at Chedi Sam Ong.  Pe commandeering the Thai 
military to hack paths through the jungle with machetes, persuading the 
Karen to guide us out when we all got lost, charming the Burmese colonel 
into allowing us to hash as far as his virgin waterfall.  Unstoppable, 
immovable, unique.  

Or trudging through the shiggy and piles of rubble that surrounded Moobaan Panya twenty-five years ago on 
another recce.  Laughing, joking every inch of the way.  Chancing on the surreal sight of a water buffalo staring 
at an early ATM, Pe showed it which buttons to press.   

Or jointly laying the worst run in the world down Pracha Uthit way. The day Pe’s proverbial “Traffic very bad on 
Ngam Wong Wan” became a reality, and she left her trail-ignorant bag-carrier sweating for two hours before 
setting off on a cross-khlong no-bridge almost-live run. “Slow them down!” she laughed, laying the Check from 
Hell.  It did; we lost the entire pack.   

But most piquant of all, there was a time when we went to recce an outstation run that never materialized.  
Optimistically labelled “Lopburi”, we arrived at a deep rural school somewhat closer to Petchabun.  Pe of 
course was two hours late (Ngam Wong Wan again I suppose). In the interim I learned from the headmaster 
about her sponsorship, her generosity and her support given to this remote educational outpost.  Here, as on 
the Bangkok Hash, Pe was a heroine.  

Coerced into giving an English lesson while we waited, I taught the kids ‘My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean’. The 
proper words.  Well, I could hardly teach them Pe’s “My Oneskin” version, could I?  Although I bet she would 
have done. 

One hundred days after that terrible accident and ascending the steps of the chimney building alongside 
Teerachai with the robes to lay upon her coffin (a great honour), I revisited the school as Grand Master of BH3.  
It was, against all odds, a happy occasion.  The 180 pupils of Wat Pah Maituprangka School (the proudly shod 
and the shoeless) and their ten mindbendingly dedicated teachers (not much better off) saw to that.  The sun 
hammered down on this forgotten backwater, the monks did their bit, the children sang, and then we all 
tucked in to some culturally paradoxical but surprisingly tasty gaeng massaman moo.  Even my gnarled old 
agnostic imagination saw Pe smiling. 

The kru yai proudly pointed out the electricity supply, the water cooling plant, the fans, the books and other 
equipment Pe had donated over the years.  Not much government support in this neck of the woods.  

Clutching sweets and goody bags, the kids watched as everything from stationery to footballs was presented to 
the school to mark Pe’s hundred days.  Much came from other Hashes (sadly unrepresented) and their 
individual members.  Then somewhat abashed by what seemed an inordinately flattering introduction, liberally 
peppered with excruciating ‘Khun Klits’, I stepped up to hand out BH3’s baht-stuffed envelopes to 18 of the 
180.  



 

The top ten percent in achievement or need, the procession of tiny raggedy-smart kids with their serious 
young-old faces waied deeply and took away their all-too-little. 

It was a privilege and a pleasure. Driving away, the smiling kids singing “kop khun khrap, kop khun khrap, ti mi 
nam jai”, I rolled down the window to wave goodbye. But it must have been the glare of the sun or the rising 
laterite dust that pricked the eyes and made them water; I rolled the window back and we drove on, somehow 
deeply missing something or somebody. 

On 

Ringworm 

Afterword: Pitak was ill on that initial recce and sadly grew worse.  The run never happened.  But Pe, some of 
us still want to do it and we shall dedicate it to Pitak and to you.  For you were, you are, and you will always be 
the Spirit of the Hash.  We miss you, and we will never forget you.  

 
Editors Comment 
An incident I remember reflecting Pe’s great sense of fun was when she put a plate of bird food 
pellets on the OnOn snacks table, nicely displayed in a plastic bowl.  Several people tried them before 
she was rumbled. 
 
 

 
 
 
I joined BH3 since run No 123 (my own estimate) or about 38 years ago from the introduction of 
my Farang Boss, Renato Petruzzi. At my early times of the hash, I expected good exercise and 
improving my English, then having some beers to quench the thirst, but that was not all that I 
expected. Then I experienced more issues and found out most farangs came to the hash to get 
away from their boring routine; some came to  enjoy the time of getting away from their 
Mother in Law and find moments of peace among the hashers. But this was not the case for some 
came with a drinking problems, some came to be the Phantom at the On ON, and some came to 
show off their athletic skills and masculinity. It is worthwhile to note that the Phantom was listed 
to be among Thailand's top 200 for the highest personal tax payers of that year. Suffix to that, 
Bangkok Hash House Harrier have then joined the elite group of Thailand.  
 
Most importantly, times has developed and created a closely knitted fraternity of 
fellowship. As time goes by, too much beer drinking has been rejected by old aged stomach 
and the internal system of which resulted in fermented fruited juices as an alternative to 
beer. 
 
Another point worth to mention is that; last Saturday May 5th 2017, we have just drunk to 
celebrate his 94th birthday anniversary of our founding Grand Master of BH3, Bill Patton. This 
gives us a solid proof that all regular hashers will live a longer healthy life which inspired the old 
farts to endeavor to follow his path for at the least, another the next 22 years to come. 
 
Pink Panther onon to 2040. 



 

I was trying remember what went on at The Bug’s AGPU when I was appointed as GM.  My mind was blank.  I 
could not remember a thing.   Then suddenly, I realized what happened. I had broken the cardinal sin of not 
being at the AGM for my appointment.   

A few weeks before, The Bug asked me if I would take the mantle and I agreed with the following terms.  1) I 
could guarantee only 75% attendance because of my extensive business travel, and 2) I needed two strong JMs 
to stand in when I was absent.  I also told The Bug I would be absent for the AGM and the following run. A deal 
was struck and The Bug became the longest serving GM in the history of BH3 after Bill Panton and I became the 
35th Grand Master. 

The Bug appointed a great committee.  Clyde “Adorable Blue Balls” Albrecht and Chris “Bushman” Schultz were 
my JMs;  Bushman would go on be appointed as the next GM (in keeping with old traditions).  Joost 
“Hashendale” Zwager was the On Sec who produced hilarious and often controversial newsletter to the delight 
of many and the disgust of a few. Maarten “Sir Bogdiver” Brusselers was the Trailmaster; highly effective and 
known for his ruthless persistence and efficiency.  Hash Cash was Adam “Steve Eater” Hodgson.  Adam no 
longer is around but I remember him for his anal obsession of weekly financial reports and cash flow forecasts.  
I honestly didn’t really care that much about the detail. I knew that BH3 finances always work out by the end of 
the year.  My brief to Adam was to pass on no less than we received in the kitty.  Finally, the Bug appointed 
Richard “Raggedy Man” Plummer as Hash Mugger. The Bug had a quiet word in my ear advising me that while 
Richard would do the honour of presenting the mugs, the Bug would actually be doing the legwork.  Fail.  Rod 
took 74 weeks to procure The Senator’s mug!  Sadly we lost Richard during my tenure.  A dearly departed 
Hasher and a great character. 

During the year we had four memorable outstation runs.  All were “open”.   

The first was in Petchaburi up in the beautiful hills around a monastery about half an hour away from the town.  
The OnOnOn was held at the Army Hotel on the beach near town, great value and an excellent place to stay.  
There, we enjoyed a huge seafood buffet dinner by the sea.  Siam Sunday Hash laid on the hangover run on the 
beach to the amusement of the locals. 

The second outstation was in Chiang Mai hared by Bob Boulter and the dream team.  Bob and I agreed that this 
would be a BH3 run, not a joint run with the Chiangmai Hashers.  That was viewed unfavourably by the 
Chiangmai crowd, but never mind.  Reciprocity came to haunt us three years later when Clyde was GM of the 
Chiangmai (men’s) Hash when he organised an outstation in Bangkok and did not invite the BH3!  Rudi was 
slaving away alone, in our host’s kitchen catering for fifty people, a major achievement and not without some 
added drama.  The key event however, was the story that the hares managed to lose Johnny “Condom” 
Johnson’s (RIP) partner in the hills for the night.  We sent most people back to the M Hotel at around 10pm and 
a few of us together with the local police called off the search party at 0200.  She showed up at daybreak 
rather tired and mosquito ravaged but otherwise OK.  In true Condom style, his comments while all this was 
going on was “it’s her fucking problem”.  Typical Condom. 

The third outstation was organized by Charles “Wallbanger’ Harvie in Ubon Rachathani.  Two main highlights of 
that event spring to mind, firstly the OnOnOn being held right next to a weekend local “event”.  We all know 
what “local weekend events” mean.  Massive speakers, crap music and the volume turned up to 11.  The other 
story from that outstation the Sunday hangover run where the 54 seater bus getting stuck in the sand, in the 
middle of nowhere. 

The final outstation was in Samut Sakorn, organized by Clyde at a charming resort with a boat, ton of 
sponsored beer and one of Clyde’s classic t-shirts.  Siam Sunday Hash again provided the hangover run. 



 

One outstation that did not materialize was Rudi’s “Joint Harriettes 30th Anniversary Run”.  Politics got in the 
way of what could have been a great weekend. 

Other interesting runs of the year of note were: Teeradej’s Songkran run which was “open”; and why not?  
Mike “Lovecanal” Rust’s run at the top of the Ram Intra expressway where we took a break from Khai Jiaw, 
green curry etc. etc. and had a feast of local jungle food at the OnOnOn.  Eric “Drunken Donut” Cornille held a 
run out of his bread factory.  He drove his car with co-hare Barbie Doll spying on runners at just about every 
intersection on the trail.  The most interesting bus run of the year was Noriega’s Sri Burapha pond run that had 
a 53 minute bus trip to “A”.  We made about six U-turns, in an effort to confuse us, which of course it didn’t 
and we were dropped off right at a street sign that told us exactly where we were!  Finally, the dynamic Duo 
Marc and Tom’s Xmas run from the Port to Cowboy with festive beer stops.  The circle and OnOnON was in 
Cowboy where the dinner was served at the go-go bar stage.  We all sat watching topless dancers whilst 
tucking into a full on turkey dinner. Ho Ho Ho. 

During the year we had a Hash Ball – traditional style. The Bangkok Hash Ball; Organised by BH3, the Harriettes 
(to their shock and horror) were asked to help and guess what?  It worked out just fine.  We hosted 85 people 
at the British Club and a great time was had by all. 

At the AGM, I gave out BH3 coffee cups to many of those named above and handed over the mantle to 
Bushman. 

Key Statistics for the year: 

Top 5 attendees:  Tiradej (98%); Ambrose (92%); Narest and The Bug (90%); The Senator (82%) 

Mugs over 500:  Bob Boulter (1300); Ambrose (1100); Senator (1000), Todd (700) and Colin (700) – not bad 
considering he goes back to being a visitor at run #2 (or so he and Charles claim). 

Haberdash Sales: Bob Boulter, the Haberdasher sold 24 T-shirts with an amazing 67% increase in sales of 
patches over last years 4. 

Hashers lost: Richard “Raggedy Mane” Plummer (MHDSRIP) 

T-Shirts: 9.  2 Snakeheads from the Senator.  2 given out at the AGPU.  The first was my “Keep Calm and Carry 
On On” AGM T-shirt, shamelessly copied by the Full Moon Hash a few weeks later (they claim innocence) and 
Bob Boulter’s 1300 run shirt delivered late with a mandarin collar looking like something off the Starship 
Enterprise, designed by guess who?  Outstation shirts for Petchaburi, Chiangmai and Samut Songkram, a free 
green polo from Whoremonger and an RIP t-shirt by Wee Jimmah in memory of  Kenny Stammers (RIP). 

New Boots: 6.  Two remain on the roster; Sugino’ Totally Lost” and Jim “Virginia Slim” Eller.  Dave “Pencil Prick” 
Woodcock (RIP), John ‘Bangkook’ Mulgrave who remained a regular until last year when he returned to New 
Zealand and two others whom have not heard of since they joined as far as I know. 

Hash Cash: Received 30,000 Baht; Passed on 33,000 Baht 

Average attendance: 27  

I can’t think of anything else.  If anything important was left out I apologise.   

40 years is a great achievement and long may it continue.  BH3 remains a traditional hash and whatever people 
may say, remains the backbone of hashing, not only in Bangkok but also in Thailand.  It was great fun and an 
honour to serve as the 35th Grand Master of the ‘finest men in Hashing Shirts’. 

Noah “Four by Two” Shepherd 



 

That happened during my time…….. GM Bushman 2013 – 2014: 
 
BH3 is special:  So when I was asked to be GM I had no ambition to ‘carry the flag’ but saw it 
purely under one point:  
BH3 has been good to me (since I joint in ’96) and had given me a lot – it was now time to 
contribute and pay my dues.’  
 
In the last 12 months I realized that: In whatever way you try it’s almost impossible to make 
everybody happy all the time. 
 
I appreciated the constructive comment received and I saw, and was thankful when people put in 
the ‘extra effort’. These are the guys who make BH3 special!!      
 
Some years ago the following comments were noted by an Ex GM:  
 
‘I did not organize a Hash Ball – but at least nobody died’. 
 
I was extremely happy that during my GM-ship (2013/2014 period): 
 
-  We did not have to add anybody leaving us and I would like to give toast to all departed 

BH3 friends. 
 
- And we had a hash ball which, thanks to various support in different ways, did not 

acquire any of the general Hash funds.   
 
Some Numbers:  
 
Financially: Mid-year we increased quarterly subs from 2000 to 2300 TBH and managed to kept a 
balanced account.  After having received 28,200THB we are passing on more than 30,000THB to 
the next Committee. 
 
That a 60 year old GM is still one of the ‘front runners’ shows that the average age is not getting 
less. I am therefore very happy and proud that we had: 
 

- 18 New Boots – The good thing is some also are still running with us (and not only take 
the steel and never come back) –but all of them paid 500THB for the Steel.  

- Average of 29 runners/ BH3 Run   (highest in the last 5 years)  and BH3 awarded ‘12 
centurion mugs’  

- Total 4 BH3 Out Stations: 
 
One abroad in Keng Tung (Eastern Shan State), followed by one each in Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, 
Nongkai  
 

• Shortest run: Hares: Vichai Cool, Lem Lom Choi Rest. Sam Phran 
• Longest run: Hares: Vichai Cool, Lem Ran Soon Rest,Rangsit-Nakhon Nayok Rd 
• Most dangerous run:  Hares:  Noriega/VS  - Very fast boat ride  
• Best OnOnOn: Hares: Andy Grob/John Q. (special built tent, delicious food) 
• Xmas Run:  Hare Pussy Virus: not the cheapest, but drinks served topless  



 

• Tony:  improvised beer before election 
• Clyde:  delicious food on terrace   
• Wettest run: Hare : Joost  
• Steepest run: Chiang Mai Outstation   
• Highest attendance:  Run 1912 -  hared by Roy & Snowy  
• Lowest attendance: Run 1889 – hared by John Q. -  parallel to Bush AGM  
• T-shirt sponsored: 7 Shirts  

 
Special awards for special contributions: 
 

• Most runs during the year: 48  - Hash Cash Ass: Teeradej ‘Porkfinder’ 
• Most active Hare: Wolfgang ‘Von Nivea’ 

- Outstation Chiang Mai 
- Outstation Nong Kai  
- Outstation Shan State  
- Co Hare run 1907  

• Most Creative Run– beer stop in Massage parlor Hare: Tom ‘PV’ Elefsen  
• Most improved Hasher: Captain Eric 
• Best Run of the Year: Run 1918 - Andy Grob 

 

 
 
One Hash run was much like another in those years around the Chao Phraya River that I can 
never remember whether it was run 999 or run 1000 which I turned up on so long ago in the 
long lost distance of time. But it was Farm Ang Thong, that long gone Hash restaurant from which 
I think the 1000th run started from and indeed many bike hashes did too. As the BHHB hare, I lost 
nearly a whole pack of BHHB bikers during a massive thunderstorm there circa 1993.  
  
I had arrived at the British Embassy from Kampala a year earlier and found Thailand much easier 
underfoot (and indeed elsewhere) with no hills to climb and a large market of attractive ‘gentle-
ware’. 
  
So at what I think was the 1000th run I remember a wooden bridge over a khlong going down 
under much weight somewhere around Wat Sali Kho, Pakkret and as hashers mulled around on 
the banks I thought the only way onward was to swim and this is what many of us did. I have 
noted since then that there is a beautifully constructed concrete bridge in its place. Well done 
BH3 for adequate compensation.  
  
At the on on at Farm Ang Thong, nubiles with nothing left to hide were sitting on every lap. Beer 
spillage was quite serious. But on the way back on the bus, a hasher from Laos who was staying 
in Bangkok and shall I say not entirely sober when he arrived, insisted on getting off on Chaeng 
Wattana. He spun like a top out of the bus, never to be seen again. 
  
This may be all a figment of my imagination, but I insist it was a BH3 run at Farm Ang Thong. 
  
Lem ‘No good boyo’ Morgan 
  
BH3 Webmaster 



 

Turd Burglar GM’ship 2007 – 2008 
 
In the 30th year of BH3 existence I inherited a female lobby against the previous GM’s staunch stance of no 
unmentionables anywhere near BH3 activities. The reward for toning it down was an ill fitting and out of 
date Bangkok Harriet’s polo shirt. 
 
At an outstation in October 2007 we drank beers during a single run that spanned Thailand, Laos and an 
un-liberalized Myanmar. The hares - Man Boobs, Pussy Virus and Stiffy spared neither effort nor expense 
to craft a truly memorable hashing experience.   
 
Wolfgang co-hared his 1,000’th. Nowadays 1,000 runs with BH3 seems de-rigueur, but back then a rare 
milestone. With the assistance of Khun Pansak we procured 60 special occasion Von Nivea T’s in just a few 
frantic days and had the entire pack wear them during the run.  
 
Sadly, 2 ex GM’s were taken from us during the reign, Khun Pitak, remembered fondly as being close to the 
piss wagon with a beaming white smile; and Ron Thompson, who’s legendary runs I’d thankfully evaded.    
 
The goal was to continue with a third consecutive year of red headed Scottish GM’s named Andrew, but 
alas the pool had been depleted and so onon to Noriega. 
 

 
 

TRIANGLE 
 
No, this is not about the usual love triangle, but on an equilateral of second degree. 
 
It happened during the Cengiz "Disgusting" Khan's reign of circa 2000-2001, right at  the beginning of the 
third millenium. It was Gus the "Angus steak's", turn to set the run of the week for the Bangkok Hash, that 
runs on Saturdays.  
 
Supalai Resort, located east of Saraburi, was familiar grounds for the Bangkok Hash as they had run at 
least twice before, from that place. It was a really nice, rolling area to run. 
 
The GM and Mrs made it to the Resort with plenty of time in advance, checked in, and settled in their 
bungalow. At the time it did not bother the GM much that he actually had not seen any other hasher 
around. There was nobody at the swimming pool, where usually hashers frolicked with their girlfriends 
or kids, in previous occasions.  
 
Well in advance of the kick off time, the GM sauntered to the starting point and, to some extent, was 
relieved to see the Hashpiss. But hardly anybody else was around, other than the faithful JM Khun Tiradej. 
The time came and the ON!ON! was called. In addition to the above mentioned high brass, Khun Narest the 
Hashpiss, took off. It was an easy trail and the pack stayed together and completed the run without any 
complications. 
 
Beer, plenty plenty of cold beer was there, waiting at the conclusion of the run, alas, with no additional 
hashers in sight. Time came and the GM had to call the circle. But there was not adequate number of men 
to form a definite circle. Therefore, the call came, " Gentlemen of the Bangkok Hash, form a Triangle, 
please". 
 
Now the Apex of that triangle, Gus, is not with us anymore, he is up there in Heaven.   God bless his soul. 
 
Triangular memories. 
 



 

A Short Lament for those who once were young. 
 
Bangkok Hash turns Forty in June …… a cause for celebration or a final roll call? 
Neither I suspect. The venerable traditions and the evergreen rituals will continue 
regardless as the torch is gently passed on to the next generation to make what 
they will of it. 
 
However the maths tell the tale. If you joined in the early days at the age of 30-35 
you will most likely be at least 70 now, if you are not kicking up the daisies. The 
signs of aging are everywhere: 
 

• Songs have gone the way of the Dodo. (who remembers any of the words to 
“the sheep with no name”?) 

• Gravesight  preliminaries lengthen annually prior to the Memorial Run 
• There are more walkers than runners 
• Increasing numbers are unable to face the On On On. 
• Increasing numbers are too infirm to even turn up at the run site. 

So, do we realize just what is happening as we walk nonchalantly on into the 
waiting claws of oblivion? At a recent On On On, seven of the eight attendees within 
hearing range (assuming batteries were switched on) were in their seventies, a 
majority closer to eighty. That says it all really. 
 
This is, of course, all far too morbid. The Bangkok Hash for all its silliness and 
vanities is an enormous force promoting goodwill, generosity and all round 
spiritual and emotional friendship amongst a very diverse community. 
 
These forty years of BH3 have provided us with countless, unforgettable tales of 
ribaldry and camaraderie. For many of us, in the early days at least, it was a 
Godsend,  one of the few ways of escaping the weekly grind. Saturday was Hash 
Day and usually long into the night as well. Lifelong friendships have been formed 
purely thanks to the existence of the Hash. Those of us still around from the early 
days often know and understand our Hash friends better than we do our wives. We 
have all grown old together and that is surely something we should cherish and be 
eternally grateful for. 
 
Wee J. 
 



 

WHAT KEEPS YOU RUNNING, PART 2 ----by Hema 
 
Those with long memories, or possibly a hard copy of that magnificent tome “25 Years of Hashing 
in Thailand” published by MLP in June 2002, may recall my recollection of events that keep you 
running. That note covered my first Hash Run in August 1975 at the Cheras Fish Ponds on the 
then outskirts of KL, when as a new boot I found the first check, and since when I have rarely 
missed a week; finding myself as Onsec then Joint Master of Mother Hash; navigating by the 
Southern Cross;  the KL-JB relay Run, 242 miles in 23 hours; organizing the second Interhash in 
KL in 1980, when it rained and the soccer pitch used for the Run Starts and On On was found to 
drain to the middle of the pitch, producing more mud than WW1; Sunday Hash Walks in the 
massive Malaysian tropical jungle; early BH3; running into BH3 Founding Father Bill Panton in 
Bangladesh and Tanzania; blundering into the Myanmar Airforce Base whilst on a Yangon H3 
recky, with a subsequent grilling by the Shell MD.  Could there be more reasons to keep running?  
 
“MAS Pilot crash lands in Ulu Klang,” said the Mother Hash Circular. Captain Golden Lung was a 
senior MAS pilot. One Monday night post the Hash Run up Ulu Klang, he was heading for Subang 
Airport, claiming to be a passenger. When driving down the narrow bitumen road, he forgot that 
a recent flash flood had removed a bridge; a temporary Bailey Bridge had been installed 
upstream which introduced four 90 degree bends in the road alignment. Captain Lung, with toe 
down dashing to the airport forgot the temporary bridge and the 90 degree bends; as he 
accelerated towards where the bridge used to be, he realized his error, pulled back on the 
steering wheel ,but had not quite reached lift off speed and landed with all 4 wheels firmly in the 
river bed. A chastened Lung made it back to the beer truck “Has anyone got a tow rope?” The 
official MAS report was never seen. 
 
Derek Enscoe was renowned as “Desert Island Derek.” In the early days BH3 often had an 
Outstation Run in Pataya, and on one occasion a grand sailing boat was organized to take us to an 
island. A run was enjoyed followed by beers on the beach, then as the sun disappeared, the GM 
ordered the pack back on the boat for the circle and the sail back to Pataya. About half way back, 
somebody asks “Where is Derek?”  Not at the front nor the back of the boat, “Oh shit he must be 
on the island.” It’s now pitch black and the Captain was reluctant to turn back, as was the pack 
due to the depleted beer rations; and there are plenty grass huts on the island for a kip, but who 
will tell his wife Kwanchai back in their Pataya hotel? However, Derek was smarter than the 
Members, he found a speed boat and was back in Pataya before the pack. Since then “ Desert 
Island Derek” became his name.  
 
Finding Torch Bennett in South Africa, the original HHH Onsec , was an utterly amazing Small 
World Story. I was heading to South Africa to catch up with family,  so John Duncan gave me an 
address for Torch in a PO Box at Kloof near Durban. That proved less than useful. The telephone 
Directory listed three T Bennett’s, also of little use as Torch’s real name was R Bennett. Later in 
my trip, having dinner with my old legal eagle mate Peter Allan and his Kiwi wife Mary, she 
confided her father, like Torch, was an accountant and both had been in KL before WW2, and her 
father had often mentioned Torch. Attempts to call Mary’s Dad failed as he was on a cruise out in 
the Pacific, then later Peter, supping a brandy, suggested Mary’s cousin down the South Coast 
knew Torch, but he was also travelling. Eventually said cousin produced an address and 
telephone number for Torch, but also advised Torch was visiting Capetown. Having got this close 
to the original HHH Onsec, airlines were requested to reschedule my onwards flight to UK, and 3 



 

days later I began a telephone call “Do you recall Cecil Lee, Horse Thompson and Gisbert?”   You 
must be from the Hash House Harriers came the reply, followed shortly by an invitation to join 
Torch and his wife Joy for “tea” in the Berea , Durban. Tea stretched to Sundowners, then dinner 
at Durban Country Club, and a final nightcap back in the Berea, followed by the 50 mile drive 
back to Pietermaritzburg, fortunately pre breathalysers. 
 
Hags and Derek as my JM’s in 1996-97, who could ask for better support, keeping them under 
control was something else as they vied for the Big Hat. Then came the car accident when they 
were reckying for the AGPU, a difficult Sunday followed and I remain grateful to Bullit for his 
support that day. Derek moved upstairs and I found Hags in ICU. BH3 support that followed with 
regular visits to Hags in hospital was another example of BH3 at its best, including the 
introduction to his bedside by MLP of a lady to ensure he was still functioning. 
 
Arthur Keys is a wonderful example of BH3 spirit and camaraderie. I met Arthur on the Hash in 
KL, then later found him running with BH3. Run 569 on 21st May 1988, laid by Blaise McConnell 
near Bang Kruay, led across a high level klong bridge formed by a pair of soft palm tree logs. I 
crossed and turned left along the klong bank, then heard the crack of a failing log, and saw Arthur 
falling. Nine out of ten klong banks you can fall and the bank goes squelch, but this bank was 
stone pitched; most falls, at worst, you may break an arm or dislocate a shoulder, but Arthur fell 
back down, a horrible sight that still brings a shudder when I think of it. Arthur’s injuries were 
immediately apparent , he could barely move. We gently lifted him onto the top of the klong bank, 
and laid him down. The Thais headed for a nearby village and borrowed a ladder, plus a couple  
of blankets, that was a stretcher, other members ran in various directions to locate the nearest 
road, a couple more took off to the cars to bring in a pickup to the best road head, that was  the 
ambulance.  We carried poor Arthur out to the  pickup then drove him to hospital. The surgeon 
complimented us on our handling of Arthur, saying he may otherwise have become a 
quadroplegic, instead of a paraplegic. Then came the bills, and Arthur without insurance; GM Wee 
Jimmeah sprang into fund raising mode and we paid the bills. I even persuaded Torch Bennett to 
write to him encouraging him to keep going. His dear wife picked up his business and still runs it, 
and we occasionally see Arthur in his wheelchair on a run. 
 
This doodling could continue, but time expires, maybe a last story from Mother Hash’ memorable 
run 1272, when the pack got lost aback the Klang Gates Reservoir Ridge. Two members  swam 
across the reservoir, and escaped about midnight, the remainder emerged about 0800am, 
including an American Bank Manager, who had the safe keys in his car; banking started late on 
that Tuesday. 
 
   On On,  On On. 
 



 

Looking back: BH3 Forty Years 11 June 1977 
 
Whereas we have to be truly grateful to Founding Father Bill Panton for 
his initiative to set up the Bangkok Kennel back then, it seems quite 
possible that somebody else might have done so years later, because the 
popularity of Hashing spread, as is exemplified by the increasing 
number of chapters in our neighbouring countries. Rangoon (23 June 
1980) comes to mind to name but one. 
 
Be it as it may, we all have enjoyed our weekly-dose of Hashing during 
those forty years and the majority of the BH3 members still do these 
days, even though “standards” have slipped considerably, and an 
“Americanization” has led to many violations of hash-etiquette. It’s not 
the same anymore: bring back British humour (Desert Island Derek we 
miss you!) and the old-style camaraderie.   
 
I recall the good old days when I started to run with BH3: we had to 
cross Prapinklao Bridge, use Charansanitwongse Road to get to the then 
favourite while remote Bang Yai area. Forever along that rather narrow 
and winding road with wonderful hashing country left and right of it: 
none of the faceless housing estates, no concrete roads, just plain 
laterite tracks leading to a wat and the start of the run. Trails straight 
off into the orchards, but not on concrete pavements.  
 
With 1200-odd runs to my “credit”, I like to say that I most enjoyed the 
Outstations, specifically Nong Khai, Mae Hong Son and Chiang Mai: 
always a great pleasure, as a hare or a hound.  
 
I take some pride in being responsible for the creation of the BH3 
Expeditions to Foreign Shores. Luang Prabang, Kengtung, Savannakhet: 
it’s nice to say, we’ve been there long before the streams of tourists 
arrived. Stories unforgotten: trails of adventure – hardly possible these 
days. 
 
On the occasion of the Fortieth Anniversary of BH3, the Gentlemen’s 
Hash, we will remember our absent friends hashing in heaven. Great 
Hashmen – Lest We Forget! 
 
Wolfgang Von NIVEA  
Grand Master 1993-1994 
 



 

Vichai Cool dodged the bullet when the Bug and he had an altercation that day when the PJ 
Animals H3 visited our run by the Hash Bridge. The commotion was all about what pier the 
straggler’s boat landed at, even though the GM was himself a straggler and in said boat.  The 
chest puffing and bumping argument transpired and the GM wouldn’t start the circle until the Bug 
left, The Bug wouldn’t or couldn’t leave.  

So fast forward almost a year until Bogdiver’s run at his resort in the mangroves in Samut Prakan, 
when Vichai pulled me to the side and said sofly- there was an ice cream vendor in the car park- 
and Wall’s have ears.  I’m going to appoint you GM.  

That was a fateful year what with being in intensive care one day and three inebriates showed up 
at about 10 pm. Old Mike, Stumbles and The Bug. They were freshly, well OK maybe not fresh, 
but anyway back from a Hash run and as ICU doesn’t have visiting hours or thankfully 
breathalyzers. Shortly thereafter Noriega and resident evangelical HashHash flamboyantly cured 
me of any disability in the circle and allowed me to cast off my Zimmer frame, so I could walk 
again and continue my duties. Halleluiah, praise the Lord.!  

The dogs barked, but the caravan moves on.  

Then later that year in the circle I told Suffle that his new BMW was not a fine, luxurious, 
expensive German car but was in fact a Turkish car built by Turks. Disgusting supported my 
conclusion.  

But Oh dear! What to do when it comes to the legacy decision of who should be the next GM? Not 
wanting to ostracize forever by asking KC, I decided on the slightly softer target of The Bug.  That 
was bad enough, clip board and all.  

So yes I will forever be “The Man Who Made the Bug GM”. But it could have been worse? 
Someone else may have to fall on that sword. Then BH3 can have some new songs, down-down 
for new shoes, a FaceBrag page and other such populist nonsense.  

 

 



 

IT HAPPENED IN MY TIME…BUT THAT’S RIGHT NOW 

 

With the BH3 40th anniversary nearing, our dedicated historian, Le Pope, has been soliciting 
contributions to add to the 40th anniversary magazine.  The response has been very slow 
from the BH3 membership, including from me, the current GM.  Being the most recent with 
the least chronological years and least recorded runs of any previous BH3 GM, I have 
struggled with what, if any, significant contributions that I could make to this publication.  I 
figure that anything that I know, everyone else already knows!  However, reflecting on that 
statement, the advancing median age of the BH3 membership makes the short-term memory 
a very formidable challenge. So, with that, I will try and recall some of the noteworthy events 
of the 2016-2017 regime. 

Things did not start smoothly. The position of OnSec was open and then filled only to be 
vacated once more in the space of six weeks.  The quick response of OnSec Ass, Stumbles 
and Webmaster No Good Boyo saw to it that all BH3 information was accessible by two 
different media.  

On the 2nd week into the term on Run 2034, I received a frantic call from Bog Diver that the 
hare, Klong Dump, had not shown up to set the trail and he could not be contacted! Turns out 
that the hare picked up a couple of “Katoey” in the Asoke vicinity and brought them back to 
his place (in violation of rule #1 in Bangkok nightlife) to act out one of his fantasies. These 
kind individuals promptly “sedated” hare and then relieved him of computers, smart phone, 
credit cards and cash. This kind of event is often considered to be an “urban myth” generated 
in the wandering mind of a free-lance writer that could not “score” in Bangkok with 3000 baht 
in-hand.  But now we have one of us among the membership that has lived out the “Legend”.  
OK, there may be others that have gone through this experience but no one has admitted to 
it. In fact, they probably went through extensive measures to cover it up!  Khlong Dump did 
not show up on the BH3 for at least 6 months afterwards thinking this event would be 
forgotten.  He was wrong as his appearance generated a trove of circle material that still 
persists to this day. There is a happy ending this story. Co-hare Bog Diver enlisted the help of 
his son and was able to set a very good trail and an overall successful Run 2034. 

Run 2050 scheduled for Saturday 15 Oct 2016 was canceled to respect the death of King 
Bhumibol Adulyadej on Thursday 13 Oct 2016. This is first BH3 Run to be canceled to my 
knowledge but I felt it was the appropriate action to be taken given the important contributions 
of the King during his 70 year reign.  The hash started again the following week with Run 
2051 on 22 Oct 2016 under a “subdued” format (neither loud charges nor singing in the circle) 
as requested by the government for a 30-day mourning period. Normal hash activities 
resumed with Run 2055 on 19 Nov 2016. 

Run 2064 on 21 Jan 2017 had the most dangerous transportation that I have ever 
experienced on a hash. Hare Vichai Cool had the pack board this open-aired bus that had no 
restraints and very little to hold on to.  The driver had no problem commandeering the entire 
narrow soi at a speed that was well above what the conditions of the road deemed 
appropriate. After about 5km along this potholed track, we reach a six-lane motorway and 
enter moving immediately into the passing lane travelling at 50km.  Now the fun begins!  The 



 

bus does not one, not two, but three u-turns across the median of the motorway, each time 
entering into the passing lane.  Horns are blowing and tires are squealing from the vehicles 
trying to dodge the slow moving bus.  This truly was a frightening, life-altering experience 
since we were on the door step of death!  Finally 20 minutes and 11km after departure the 
bus arrives at the run start which was only 500m from the restaurant! WTF! The hare later 
explained this was done so the pack would not see the paper where it crossed the road. 
However, we all had seen this paper since on our travels to the restaurant (on the hares run 
directions) took us right along this very track!  The co-hare No Good Boyo, disavowed any 
participation in the planning of this transportation issue.  The standard co-hare disclaimer “I 
just carried the paper” was his reply. 

Run 2075 on 08 Apr 2017 was probably the most disappointing run that I have encountered 
mainly because I was co-hare to Roger Me (also known as Village Idiot) on this trail.  Four 
months preparation (10 recces) that transpired in peaceful harmony with the local population 
abruptly fell apart in a matter of one hour of the run start! The hare and I found an 
advantageous spot to observe the pack and then finish setting the in-trail. Suddenly we hear a 
loud crack.  Was it fireworks, gun shot, not sure?  Then there were 5 consecutive identical 
noises accompanied by loud yelling in the distance.  Shots were fired! The pack is now 
running off paper directly toward our hiding place. An extremely angry landowner took offense 
to the pack being on his property to the point of fetching his hand-gun and discharging several 
rounds into the ground!  Not even the Thai’s in the pack could calm this individual. This was 
just the start of other problems to come.  I now join the pack to try and get them back on 
paper. This should have been a short 300m loop to accomplish this, however, arriving at the 
trail head where paper was laid less than 2 hour ago, there is no freaking paper. The locals 
have picked up 200m of trail and not leaving even a single paper shred! This “cleansing” of 
the shred occurred at other places along the trail. Never have I seen such a mass revolt of the 
local population, even using their bodies to block the trail.  Certainly there were no indications 
of this animosity during the recces! Two and a half hours after the start, all hounds were back 
and unharmed. What was laid as an 8.5 trail turned into a 15km trek for several hounds in 
order to avoid the gun violence and trying to find what was left of the paper trail.  
Commiserating with the hare at the on-after about this disaster, I thought of what W.C Fields 
would say in this situation: “sometimes, too much to drink is still not enough”!  

By the time this article is read, I will have passed the BH3 GM to another fortunate person 
that will be able to add this to their resume.  It has been a good year for hashing but not 
without some challenges. I wish to thank the entire committee for their efforts the success of 
BH3 during the 2016-2017 campaign and I also wish the incoming 2017-2018 committee the 
best of luck! 

 

On On, 

The Tickler 

 



 

BANGKOK HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 
ARTICLES OF DISASSOCIATION 

 
Sundays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays. (Note: The Monday Hash was conceived 
as a division of BH3, and, therefore, is an alternate sabbath where you can make up a 
missed Saturday run). 
 
Women and dogs on the run. 
 
Those who join the Hash for activities other than Hashing. 
 
Men who run only with the opposite gender, the Harriettes. 
 
Hares who fail to make at least one precursory recce. 
 
Hares who lay checks within 200 meters of the beer wagon. 
 
Hares who lay checks on bitumen. 
 
Hares who cause the pack to cross main roads. Or who place checks in areas where 
vehicles and hounds must fight for supremacy. 
 
Hares who cause the pack to swim major klongs, thus inferring no recce. 
 
Hares who cause it to rain, at any time, during the progress of the hunt. 
 
Hounds delinquent in payment of their quarterly subscriptions. 
 
Hounds who attempt to commence coursing before the horn has been sounded. 
 
Hounds who indulge in inartistic or inexpedient shortcutting. 
 
Hounds who consistently fail to call when on paper or flour. 
 
Hounds who consistently mislead the pack by calling when not on paper. 
 
Hounds who overtake another who is running. 
 
Hounds who overtake another hound without signaling their intent. 
 
Hounds who exhibit a competitive trait. 
 
Hounds who fail to properly introduce their guests to the Mismanagement. 
 
Hounds who fail to attend the On-On-0n. 
 
Hounds who attend the On-On-On, yet leave before the final bill has been shared and 
settled. 
 
Poofters and types purporting to be of the male gender and adorned with ear-rings, 
unless adjudged genuine gypsies or buccaneers. 
 
Any person wearing articles of Hash apparel depicting another Brewery’s logo other than 
the ‘holy’ beers of Bangkok. 
 
Any person who shall interrupt without pretext, ceremony and designated performances at 
the On-On and On-On-On. 
 
NOTE: 
Any infraction of these Articles may merit that person a Down-Down or, in very 
exceptional circumstances, the Hashit, or such other award as may be deemed appropriate 
by the Mismanagement and/or all members of the Bangkok Hash House Harriers by 
acclamation. 



 

WHO ARE WE ? 
 
SINCE I977 BH3 HAVE BEEN CONGREGATING EVERY SATURDAY, AND NOT TO PUT TOO FINER EMPHASIS ON IT, 
OUR LITTLE BAND OF ATHLETES HAVE GOT TOO KNOW EACH OTHER AWFULLY WELL. NOW, 0N THE SURFACE 
EVERYTHING LOOKS SMOOTH BY WAY OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS. BUT WHAT DO THEY REALLY, DEEP-
DOWN, THINK OF EACH OTHER, ON SEC COMMISSIONED THIS BRUTALLY FRANK REPORT FROM AN INDEPENDENT 
RESEARCHER AND THOSE FINDINGS ARE PUBLISHED BELOW, BH3 TAKES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY UMBRIDGE 
CAUSED BY AN AIRING OF THESE FINDINGS,TOUGH INDIVIDUAL CASES:- 
 
CASE STUDY 1 - HIGHLIGHTS – (MEDIAN VECTOR) BRIAN HEATH 
RETAINS AN I.Q. OF LESS THAN 5O, AND IS ABOUT AS POLISHED AS A GRIZZLY BEARS BACKSIDE. BEING V 
SHORT HE MAKES A LOT OF NOISE, AND IS OBVIOUSLY STRETCHED INTELLECTUALLY BY THE HASH. 
 
CASE STUDY 2 - AMBROSE ERSWELL 
WEIRD MAN, TOTALLY WEIRD. THE RESEARCHERS WERE EQUALLY DIVIDED OVER WHETHER HE WAS TOTALLY QUBER 
OF JUST IRREPRESSIBLY EFFETE. DOMINANT MOTHER WAY IN THE BACKGROUND. 
 
CASE STUDY 3 - PINKY MOORE 
BIG, BLUFF, HAIL-FELLOW-WELL-MET EXTERIOR MASKS A MEANESS OF SPIRIT OF UNFATHOMABLE DEPTH, MILK 
OF HUMAN KINDNESS POSITIVELY CURDLES AFTER 3 BEERS. CARRICIOUS, VIOLENT, S&M, MYSOGYNIST WHEN THE 
SUN CROSSES JUPITER TO JOIN VENUS AND MARS. STEER WELL CLEAR ON LUNAR EQUINOXES. NEEDS 
THERAPY/COUNSELLING. 
 
CASE STUDY 4 - BULLET BOULTER 
ON THE SUREACE HE'S MR NICE GUY. DIGGING DEEPER, A SERIOUS SUBSTANCE ABUSER.  BETTY FORD CLINIC 
WOULD DEDICATE A WING TO THIS PISS ARTISTE. ARGUMENTATIVE DRUNK, VERY PALLY WITH AMBROSE BUT NOT 
“UNNATURALLY” SO. 
PROBABLY GONE NATIVE.  
 
CASE STUDY 5 - BIG DICK 
OVER BEARING, OVER-INDULGENT, WITTY BUT ONLY USES IT MALEVOLENTLY. FIGHTING DRUNK IN THE PAST BUT 
NOT ON BH3. MIRRORS PINKY BUT NOT AS SERIOUSLY WARPED. APPALLING HARE, DOSN’T LIKE CRITICISM. SO 
THERE! 
 
CASE STUDY 6 - SUFFLE 
BIGGEST MOUTH THIS SIDE OF THE MAE KHLONG AND GIVES IT PLENTY OF EXERCISE, ARROGANT, SELF 
IMPORTANT. HATES BIG DICK, LONES HIMSELF IN THAT ORDER. 
 
CASE STUDY 7 - STUMBLES 
NO STRONG VIEWS ON THIS SUBJECT. BLAND, ANORHOUS BEHAVIOR. FACE LOOKS UKE A CROSS BETWEEN GEN. 
NORIEGA AND FREDBY KRUGER. HOPEFULLY NOT TOO DSENSITIVE! DEFINATELY GONE NATIVE. HEAVY SMOKER. 
 
CASE STUDY 8 - VON NIVEA 
UP -TIGHT TEUTON OF RESERVED NATURE HIDES FIRM, WHITE – SUPREMACIST ANTI-SEMITE RACIAL VIEWS. 
DOSN'T BOOZE, NEVER SMOKED, ROGERS ONLY HIS WIFE. PAYS SUBS ON TIME, 
EASILY FOOLED BY THE OLD TARTS. A FOLLOWER NOT A LEADER. HEAVY ONIMIST. 
 
CASE STUDY 9 - RUDY 
SAME AS THE JUNKER BEFORE BUT SHAGS SOMEONE ELSE’S WIFE INSTEAD.  PRECIOUS, SLIGHTLY EFFEMINATE. 
CONTINUAL PERSONAL GROOMING FETISH. LIKES DUNCAN ! 
 
 
CASE SUTDY 10 - DUNCAN 
MR. SMOOTH/BUT PRONE TO DISEASE. SHAGS ALMOST CONTINUALLY AND DROPS HIS H’S. LIKES RUDY, MARRIED 
IN NAME ONLY. . 
 
CASE STUDY 11 - DARJEELING 
APPEARS TO HAVE NO HANG-UPS ABOUT BEING A BLACK BASTARD WHATSOEVER. IF HE COULD BLEACH HIS SKIN 
HE WOULD. WEARS GIEUES & HAWKES SUITS, SHOES BY LOBB. SHAGS WHITE TRASH. SHORT OF MONEY. 
 
CASE STUDY I2 - WEE JIHEAH 
QUINTESSENTIAL POISONED DWARF. TAKES COMFORT IN OTHER PEOPLE'S MISFORTUNE. RUMOURED TO RUN A 
MISTRESS AND RECENTLY ABSENT ON BH3 AS A RESULT. 
LOST HIS CHERRY ONLY AT 24 YEARS AND STILL MAKING UP FOR IT. ~ 
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Note: flaros r: requestofi to rocoo their runs well in advance

{it
aof'Ehoir run 6 e an& be prepared to move their dato forward in

case of unfors;to cancellations by others.

REPORT ON KL’s QOTF ARfiIVERSARY RUN w 23rd September 1978.
Seven hounds from BHB ttavollod flown to Kuala Lumpur on Friday
22nfl for the fiflth Annivoxsary Run of the Mother Hash. Altogether
a total of approximately GOD_hounds wore in attonoance with
representatives coming from as far a field as Iran: The runitself was hold on tho Saturday afternoon and ttvo trails werelaid in upland iubbor country with half tho pack running on one,and half on the other finally merging into one trail for tho
run in. Heavy rain fool prior to the start one this made conéitioosrather wet and sticky underfoot and our group of water hounds
from Bangkok felt quite at home. Kowovor it did make it difficultfor tho cateroxs as the heavy kegs of beer had to be manhanéloo
to the On Qn site when their trucks bocame boggafi flown in the mufi.

'To run in a big Kooh is quito on cxporionco especially at thestart when the cry of On‘ On: is h“rfi coming from hundreds of
bounds. The On Down v.=os very well organigaod with olenty of barbecued
beef,mutton gork and chicken to eat ané the beer did not stop
flowing all night. We entered a toam for the ”Boat Race“ but we
were oliminatoé from the contest in the first round w beaten handS'
down by our from friends from Baligokan. The flash songs were
endless and even if wo oid not hear any new ones we cartainly alllearnt some new versesa To complete the evening three of Thailandfs
better known exports to Irlaysia ontortainoé us with a show and
otor provided the cantoInts of tho ””anooi which was raffled:

Once again we were all unlucky although one or two of us wero only
one number off, Kowovor most-disapoointoo of all was our Hound
O'Farroll who hao invufisted in on total 36 tickets anfi but stillhe had to go hungry to bod.
we wouid like to take this opportunity to thank our hosts in
Euala Lumpur for the wonfiorful time we all baa. The hospitalityof the Mother‘fiash cortainly liveé up to its reputationa



 

A Singing Hash 
 

Always known as a singing hash, the Bangkok Hash once again demonstrated that when on top form, 
they could go on, and on, and on and bloody on.  Even in the rain, even with the management ready to 
close and the waiters sleeping on the floor, even when the piss ran out.  Then there were times when 
you couldn't get the bastards to sing a note. 
 
I've had the chance to closely observe their musical ability this year, I've taken the opportunity to rank 
selected members from 0 to 10: 
 
The top 
 
10  Snowy  Incredible repertoire, Hema can start and finish most any song.  Has promised to 

learn Eskimo Nell before the turn of the century. 
10  HAGS  Likewise on the repertoire, can always add at least ten verses to anyone else's song.  

Willing to sing by himself all night. 
10  Max  Repertoire somewhat limited, but superb delivery. Vocal quality questionable.  

Repertoire seems to increase with increased intake.  
10  Bullet  Has forgotten| more songs than most of us know. Takes five or six beers to get in the 

mood, but two more beers and then total amnesia. 
9  Buttling Breadth and depth of repertoire impressive. A little reticent at first, unstoppable after 

ten beers. Needs more exposure at On-Ons. 
8  Big Dick Good repertoire when in the mood -- knows his limitations. Also excels as a music 

critic; come to think of it, can criticize anything. 
8  Langridge  Poet Laureate of the Hash. Pleasing tenor, can hold the audience rapt with rapid-fire 

realizations from Chelsea to Chaucer. 
8  Brain H.  Willing to start any song, even those he doesn't know. Slightly nasal, should consider 

a Country & Western career.  
7  Disgusting  Can't sing worth shit but plays a mean backup harmonica.  And dances.  Kind of an 

Anatolian Bo Diddley.  
7  Paul W.  Pleasant throwback to 70’s folk guitar. Should get 5,000 watt sound system.  Sings 

Merseyside after a few beers and gets Max melancholy. 
7  Noreiga  In a class by himself (herself), never falls to please when called on.  Great audience 

rapport, should be in the movies. 
 
And the bottom. 
 
3  Stumbles  With a little cajoling, always ready to say ''No''. Good at humming. 
2  Senator Promised ''Misty'' to his many fans on 4 April, but never delivered. 
1  Gus  Must have something in his kit, but what ? Excellent listener. 
0  Pope  ''I just like to sit here, mind my own business, and get quietly pissed.” 
- 1  Bald Eagle Tuneless.  Ought to be slapped in the face with a pair of wet knickers. 
- 2  Suffle  Always responds when called on to sing. Usual response is ''Fuck off.”  
- 3  Rottweiler  Reluctant beyond belief.  Probably knows more stuff than Kevin Bloody Wilson, but 

we’ll never know. 
 
Special mentions: Millennium Bug, one song, but such gusto !  To Wolfgang, thanks for not breaking 
out with “Chrysler-Daimler uber Alles” last month.  Also Digit from Manila - visitor of the year 



 

(wandering Hash Troubadour category), and Magic, who got more enjoyment out of doing “Father 
Abraham” than anyone else I know.  
 
Overall I think, a good year for the singing Bangkok Hash.  My thanks to Hopeless, just the kind of 
backup you want as Hash Music’s Ass. The strong silent type.  Finally, my deep appreciation to 
YMWGMH for encouraging me to use my own words, instead of repeating what he said like a parrot, 
for the numerous down-downs he administered.  This came in handy when I hadn't really been paying 
attention. 
 
On-On. Tinker 
 

******** 
 

AS USUAL. 
 
Composed by brian "brain health"heath, GM Bangkok Hash Hash Harriers (BH3) 1985 sometime in the early 
1990's in a quiet reflective  moment . 
 
Last Saturday I ran Bangkok Hash 
As Usual 
Now something's wrong,I've got a rash 
As Usual 
Where it's from I've not a clue 
Oh Jesus Christ ,what shall I do? 
Thanks a lot and fuck you too 
As Usual 
 
I went to Pat Pong for a beer 
As Usual 
Now Noi was there,she is a dear 
As Usual 
With almond eyes and pouting lips 
And plastic bags inside her tits 
The sight of them gives me the shits 
As Usual 
 
Four hundred Baht for the Off 
As Usual 
I bought her Out despite her cough 
As Usual 
I drove her home though I was tight 
Cos she said "If the price was right 
I could screw her all the night" 
As Usual 
 

I woke at eight but she had gone 
As Usual 
I fell out of bed into the John 
As Usual 
Oh Jesus  Christ what's this I hear ? 
A ten wheel truck in my right ear 
It must have been the Singha beer 
As Usual 
 
We're 39 years old and going strong 
As Usual 
To Bangkok Hash we all belong 
As Usual 
There's  Brits and Swiss and Thais and Turks 
But we don't run with those in skirts 
We're the finest men in Hashing shirts 
As Usual 
 
Next Saturday I'll run Bangkok Hash 
As Usual 
I'll huff and puff and splash and dash 
As Usual 
I' m running well I'm Checking fine 
I'll end up in Club 99 
And sing the rest some other time 
As Usual 

 
 



 

THE SCENE 1 
 
The scene: a dank backroom of Ambrose ’s abode. A room which even the elderly Ambrose 
has forgotten it still exists.  It is that kind of place which, once experienced, one quickly tries 
to banish from one ’s mind. A single dim lamp casts its wan light over nine ashen heads, faces 
turned away from the lamp and each other in dull embarrassment. A cough is heard from 
one corner.  Faces are cast in foggy shadows, motionless and downcast. How did I end up 
here this evening? The faces seem to ask. Minds are blanked out in self-conscious unease at 
the horrible treachery this circle is about to commit. A grim face emerges into the lamplight. 
A sudden increase of the light ’s pale glare washes his wrinkly creases a bloodless grey. It ’s 
Snowy. 
 
“Gentlemen. Friends. There are rumblings in the upper echelons of our Bangkok Hash. It 
is at this critical junction in the history of the Bangkok Hash, that I summon you here 
tonight to discuss the dangerous break of tradition with which our Hash Ball is being 
confronted. Our acting Grand Master has, in a baffling lapse of reason, bowed to non—
existing Hashes’ demands to stage the Hash Ball on our sacred Saturday.” 
 
Faces look up now. The first stone has been cast, A sense of purpose invigorates the 
chilly bones of these aged gentlemen. 
Rightful indignation fills their hearts. 
 
Snowy: “The BH3-institution is under threat from a brand new comer: women.” 
The Bug: “Who leaked that British Club fax to the Onsex? Hags? Now we’ve been found 
out, we must act fast.” 
Big Dick: “Hags is persona non grata. Please leave him out of this. It’s HIM who did four 
consecutive open runs.” 
The Bug: “And he raised the beer price.” 
Heath: “And then he brings that Monday prick into the circle... God !” 
Cap’n Erik: “I’m hungry.” 
Winged Dagger: “I’ve got a joke, lads: Two Irishmen and a negro work at a construction 
company. One day ….. “ 
Cengiz: “Stumbles doesn’t answer my phone calls anymore.” 
Winged Dagger: “ and every time the barman would say, ‘here comes that nigger with the 
two arseholes.”’ 
 
Laughter  
 
Snowy: “Hah Hah (cough, grunt...)  Gentlemen, we are being left out in the cold.” 
Winged Dagger: “Are we becoming obsolete ?” 
Big Dick: “We’re being supplanted by those weekday wimps !” 
Heath: “They drink WINE, for fuck’s sake !” 
Cengiz: “And their women are too fucking ugly. Now they are starting to ruin our Hash 
traditions.” 



 

The Bug: “But we’ve secured the backing of the British Club management.” 
Cengiz: “Those loud punks won’t play their shit music at the ball either, Allah be praised.” 
Vichai: “Our SAS-trained assassin Ron snapped Paul Williams’ pinky finger the other day 
in an ambush outside his apartment. So that’s taken care of him.” 
Snowy: “And at O’Reilly’s last week, I bribed their drummer. That young generation is so 
easily swayed.” 
Vichai: “I could perform a karaoke act. I’ve still got my glitter suit from the seventies and 
Suffle could sit on my right knee and we can sing Elvis songs just like in the old days.” 
Heath: “Is Suffle free on a Friday, though? That’s when he usually performs as a magician 
to the American Housewives Club of Bangkok. And they always ask him to stay on 
afterwards, for God knows what.” 
Ambrose: “Aaaaaah’ nigger with two arseholes! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!” 
Snowy: “We must proceed with impeachment procedures. Stumbles has made a complete 
tit of himself, and I can not recall any GM of the Bangkok Hash ever stooping so low to 
accommodate those weekday wets.” 
Ambrose: “They are making us look like idiots.” 
Winged Dagger: “His joint masters have close political affiliations to one of the non—
existent Hashes.” 
Heath: “He’s under the spell of those Svengalis.” 
Cengiz: “That Spinning Dwarf looks like a seven-foot Hitler, and the other joint master 
wears a dress!” 
Big Dick: “But so do you sand-niggers.” 
Cengiz: “Yes, but we wear moustaches so that you can tell us apart from Turkish women.” 
Vichai “But be careful. Teerachai carries a gun.” 
The Bug: “Yeah, he shot Cunthier.” 
Snowy: “Good. But we are staging a bloodless coup. We don’t need to fuss about guns. 
Through stealth and deceit we conquered savage tribes and built an Empire. And that’s 
the way we shall proceed with our Hash Ball.” 
Big Dick: “We’ll restore BH3 to its former glory.” 
Winged Dagger: “We’ll make it an evening of culture.  I believe it’s going to be my most 
memorable evening since Archie Geminill scored against Holland in ‘78. Vichai will 
perform with the Scottish Pipers. And ...” 
Big Dick: “We said no dresses!” 
Heath: “Let’s order an entire massage parlour. Then we’ll lie down and smoke cigars and 
frolic with those birds.” 
Vichai: “This time don’t forget to keep your wife at home, Brian.” 
Snowy: “To conclude, gentlemen, the Hash Ball 1999 takes place on Friday the 12th of 
February. If any Harriettes want to come along and protest by taking their clothes off, 
they may feel free to do so.” 
Cap’n Erik: “Let’s go eat.” 
 





 

THE SCENE 2 
 
The scene: a hastily assembled group of Young Turks, summoned to Stumblebury Towers at 
No. I0 at the last minute, which probably explains presence of Bob Boulter here on this 
pivotal night in BH3 history. Never have the fates of so many depended on the lives of so few. 
Wilkie and Mini help Stumbles to his feet. The moment of the occasion seems to weigh 
heavily on these men’s shoulders. The remains of Stumbles’ walking stick lie in one corner of 
the room, snapped in half by a cruel Snowy. It serves as a sad reminder of man ’s vindictive 
nature. 
 
Stumbles: “l have assembled my faithful inner circle here tonight. Whispers of a coup 
d’etat are blowing through the corridors of the BH3. A brotherhood of reactionary back-
benchers is conspiring to undermine my authority and sabotage the Hash Ball, which, as 
you know, takes place on a Saturday. Their final objective is to force me to stand down 
and install none other than The Millennium Bug at the head of a puppet regime (The room 
gasps). You being my Young Turks and my only hope for a bright future, we need to 
discuss ways to avert this reign of darkness descending on the Bangkok Hash.” 
Mini: “So the Old Turk and his British buddies are up to no good.” 
Zippy: “Those double-dealing Pommie bastards. Always hedging their bets and kissing 
arse on their way to subjugating the whole fucking world under their British Crown. 
Spineless Poms. And whenever they’re up against any half-decent cricket team they resort 
to bodyline tactics and still get the stuffings beaten out of them.” 
Paul Loke: “When the Japs marched into Singapore, those English ran away with their 
tails between their legs.” 
Bruce (hissing): “The English!” 
Joost: “The niggers of Europe.” 
Boulter: “Ron Thomson used to have a future. Now he’ll NEVER be GM. It’s as simple as 
that.” 
Bruce: “Political suicide.”  
Wilkie: “If any of them dare turn up at the Ball, we’ll parade them on their knees in front 
of the audience.” 
Maid Marion: “They’ll dress up in Harriette T-shirts and do wine down-downs. Submit 
they will!” 
Stumbles. “The Bangkok Hash is at a critical crossroads between a great leap forward or a 
descent into darkness.”  
Mini. “What misfortune has befallen the Hash? Certainly we deserve better than the likes 
of The Bug.” Bruce: “Word has it that there will be some sort of merit-making session on 
the Hash ???” 
Stumbles: “That’s true. We have been losing people at the rate of two per year recently. 
They are dying in droves, and I thought it might have something to do with bad karma on 
the Hash. So I have requested a monk to exorcise the evil spell from the Hash. My Hash.” 
Maid Marion: “I think it’s us probably upsetting all those tree spirits whenever we run 
through the orchards.”  



 

Wilkie: “Every time you piss against a tree! the tree spirit gets really mad and then sends 
an evil curse up your piss-stream into your dick, rendering you impotent and psychotic. I 
mean look what happened to Frank!” 
Joost: “Bullshit, guys. it’s that Cunthier who’s been twiddling his thumbs at home all these 
months, sending us the evil eye and plotting revenge for insulting Le Coq Sportif’s Gallic 
pride.” 
Boulter: “Knocks you speechless doesn’t it?” 
Paul Loke: “I’ve seen he keeps voodoo dolls of each one of us in the boot of his car. He’ll 
whammy you if you ruffle his feathers. And he works out every day with that chest 
expander.” 
Wilkie: “I thought he’d be dead by now, isn’t he?” 
Mini: “Yeah, rumour has it that he’s died of cholera and bilharzia since that dip in the 
khlong.” 
Boulter: “Good. So it can’t be him then who’s cast a black spell over the Hash.” 
Stumbles: “Anyway, I visited a ‘mor doo’. He said that Rod Turner will be the next one to 
pass away on the Hash.”  
Joost: “So can’t we then postpone this merit-making Charade until after...” 
Stumbles: “No! Because the ‘mor doo’ told me it’ll be my turn after Rod! And I don’t know 
how soon after Rod that will be, so I’m taking no chances.” 
Mini: “Now how to neutralize those English twits?” 
Zippy: “If we don’t make the first move, that Thatcherist ex-GM and his chums will have us 
hamstrung first.”  
Maid Marion: “We’ve got 120,000 Baht in our Hash retirement fund. Why don’t we pay 
each one of those buggers 1,750 Baht per quarter NOT to show up at the Hash anymore?” 
Wilkie: “We can set ball-breaker A-to-B runs in forty-degree heat that will completely 
wear them out.” Joost: “Why don’t we shoot them?” 
Bruce: “Cool!” 
(Grins of approval around the room). 
Paul Loke: “Yes, Chris Moor’s run this Saturday is in a very open, quiet area. There, behind 
those orchards, their cries of pain cannot be heard when we ambush and massacre them.” 
Bruce: “Those fuckers will be caught unprepared for the Stumble In The Jungle ‘99.” 
Maid Marion: “Could they retaliate, though? They’re heartless and crude.” 
Boulter: “Naah. If you gave Ambrose a steel harness and a cricket bat with 8-inch nails 
sticking out of it, and put him inside a room with Brain Heath, he’d still get the shit kicked 
out of him. So let’s proceed with our plan !” 
 



 

Mad dogs and 
Englishmen 
 

Never confuse fitness 
with a good time 
 

ast weekend Crutch found 
himself in the heat of the 
afternoon in Nonthaburi 

leaping over ditches, wading 
through rice paddies, plunging into 
klongs, stumbling through 
undergrowth, sprinting from mean-
looking dogs, and just about 
anything else you shouldn’t do in 
the tropical sun. 
 
It was not an exercise in masochism 
but, along with Database editor 
Tony Waltham, Crutch was indulging 
in the Post’s annual contribution 
to the Bangkok Hash House Harriers. 
We were the “hares’ � on the Hash, 
that is, the people who set the 
trail for the “hounds” � to run on. 
 
A word of explanation might be 
necessary here. Most people in 
Bangkok have intellectually 
stimulating hobbies that keep them 
occupied at weekends. Those that 
don’t run on the Hash. 
 
Readers may have seen the Hash 
directions in every Saturday’s 
Bangkok Post and wondered why 
people would drive miles out to 
obscure locations on the outskirts 
of Bangkok every week. Well, when 
they get there they do all that was 
mentioned above: running, leaping, 
stumbling – there’s a lot of 
stumbling - coughing, wheezing and 
the odd bit of cursing as they run 
through orchards, swamps, rice 
fields, villages and remnants of 
jungle all in the name of having a 
good time ...  and usually 
succeeding.  
 

What we were doing last week - 
setting the run - was frankly quite 
exhausting, especially as it felt 
like the hottest day of the year. 
As the subsequent Hash newsletter 
eloquently described it this week, 
it was so hot, “even the temple 
dogs were too tired to bark.” � It 
was made bearable by the bucolic 
nature of the area and, as always, 
the local people. They are 
extraordinarily tolerant. I’m not 
sure how I would react to 40 
strangers thundering through my 
back yard, but it certainly 
wouldn’t be with a big smile and a 
friendly wave. Of course they are 
rewarded sometimes with the 
splendid sight of an overweight 
farang toppling into the klong 
after unsuccessfully trying to 
negotiate a fragile bamboo bridge. 
 
In all it took four hours to set 
the run last week and I can safely 
say that Crutch and Waltham were 
totally knackered after 10 minutes. 
 
There was one magnificent moment 
near the end when Waltham turned 
around to announce with some glee 
that we were almost finished when 
he tottered backwards from the rice 
field bung and plunged into the 
mud-filled irrigation ditch in a 
splendid backward flip worthy of an 
Olympic gymnast. When he hauled 
himself out he looked like 
something out of the Black and 
White Minstrel show. 
 
Suffice it to say, we were both 
practically immobile the next day 
although that admittedly might have 
been linked to the considerable 
intake of amber liquid that 
followed the proceedings. After 
all, it was thirsty work 

L 







 

Letter from Dewey, Cheatum & Howe 
 
Mr Tong-in Chiik, Esq. 
Law Offices of Dewey, Cheatum & Howe 
Sathon Nuea Rd, Silom, Bang Rak,  
Bangkok 10310 Thailand 
 
Mr Matthew A.R. Ryder, President 
Bangkok Hash House Harriers 
c/o Thai Slutcar Company  
79/33 Soi Pumichit Rama 4 Road,  
Klongtoey, Bangkok, 10110 Thailand 
 
7 December 2014 
Re: our claim dated 5 December 2014  
Claimant: Mr. Bengt Otto Shaape 
Claim No.: G 765-93 
Date of Injury: 29 November 2014 
 
Dear Mr Ryder: 
 
As I informed you by letter of 30 November 2014, our client was injured while participating in a 
run sponsored by your running club, the Bangkok Hash House Harriers. He has run with other 
Hash House Harriers clubs, but has never been exposed to such deliberate and reckless disregard 
for the safety of the participants on a run. When our client was required to swim or wade across a 
section of a filthy canal, he never anticipated that his left foot would become entangled in a 
submerged fishing net, with several fishhooks penetrating his left leg. This was exacerbated 
when, in order to free himself from the fishhooks, he stumbled into a submerged shopping cart, 
bruising and twisting his right leg. When the cart overturned and released the putrid body of a 
dog that floated into his crotch, he felt that this was not the kind of run he had expected.  
 
In case you doubt the truth of this, fortunately our client has several photographs taken by some 
of the members of your club that we shall use in evidence if necessary. 
 
However, when our client returned to the meeting place, he was met with sympathy and his 
wounds were treated by a Dr Von Nivea. (We are certain now that he was not a medical doctor, 
and that is not his actual name.) Our client later was invited to drink beer freely and was given a 
T-shirt, apparently as some sort of restitution. Our client felt somewhat reassured, but later 
reflected that the amount of beer he was required to drink, from something called “The Steel”, 
was intended not only to mollify him, but also to erase his memory of the fiasco. 
 
In the middle of that night, our client awoke with a splitting headache, nausea, an extremely stiff 
neck, suppurating wounds in his left leg, severe pain in his right ankle, and something disgusting 
stuck to his crotch that he is not able to describe without vomiting. In the morning he went to the 
emergency room of Longawdamwait Hospital, where he was steam-cleaned, examined, and X-
rays were taken of his right ankle. The remaining two fishhooks were cut out,, the wounds 
treated, and the sprain bandaged. Because of the severe pain, the doctor also prescribed pain 
relief medication for our client. 



 

 
Our client was in considerable pain for the next three days, which disrupted his sleep, and so 
forced him to miss three nights at the Nana Entertainment Center, where he works as a 
consultant. He does not intend to join your club again, and wishes to let you know that he has 
burned the T-shirt. 
 
The medical expenses for our client’s treatment, as shown in the enclosed medical and billing 
records, are hospital (emergency room) THB 20,000, X-rays THB 12,500, bandages and 
medication THB 4,776, and wage losses of THB 16.50. Total THB 37,292.50. That covers only our 
client’s immediate losses. We have not yet decided how much to ask for his pain and suffering 
until we look into the financial condition of your members; in particular we are thinking of a Mr B 
Diver, and a Mr L Canal. 
 
We hope to hear from you soon, no longer than 30 days from the date of this letter. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
[signature] 
 
Mr Tong-in Chiik, Esq. 
Law Offices of Dewey, Cheatum & Howe 
 
 

 
 
 

Mr Ryder’s Reply 
 
Mr Tong-in Chiik, Esq. 
Law Offices of Dewey, Cheatum & Howe 
Sathon Nuea Rd, Silom, Bang Rak, 
Bangkok 10310 Thailand 
 
Dear Mr Tong-in Chiik 
 
In response to your letter dated 7the December 2014: 
 
Fuck off. 
 
Strong letter follows 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
[signature] 
 
Matthew Ryder 
 



 

The Dead Pool Two 
 
Early on a Sunday morning, or late on a Saturday night - it all depends on your perspective  - 4 x 
2, Joostless, Hash Hash, Anal Rape, Spinning Dwarf and Ajaan Kee Mao are closing up one of Soi 
23’s most repulsive shit-holes, Twins, commonly known as an “After Hours Place”.  The group 
had earlier finished the Bangkok Hash Memorial Run and continued ON ON ON. 
 
“Hey Joostless we gotta start a new Dead Pool,” mutters Hash Hash, a little spittle dangling from 
the edge of his beard. 
 
“Yeah, yeah now is a good time,” chimes in Joostless. “The pack is looking so old the Hash Mugger 
will soon be buying Zimmer frames to celebrate run milestones.” 
  
Slowly but steadily the mood starts to coalesce, half empty beer bottles start to get raised and 
sucked on, the sodden group perks up. 
 
Just then the door flings opens and Gay Dave strides in. He is stone sober and wearing a clean 
Hash Shirt, running shorts and shoes. 
 
“What the fuck is with you?” 4 x 2 exclaims. 
 
“I am off on my morning jog and always stop in here for some water,” Gay Dave replies.  
    
“Anal Rape put the lass aside, get off that pool table and everyone set your ass down here we 
have some business,” 4 x 2 declares. “Who should we include and at what odds?”    
  
Ajaan Kee Mao is by now in a state of intoxication where his voice resembles an inebriated, 
whispering toad. 
  
“Consider Agent Orange,” he croaks. “Always sucking down the scotch and the stogies. Plus, he’s 
wired so tight by kissin’ so much ass as the Grand Pooo Baah of some bullshit organization - 
while agonizing night and day how he can look more like Farah Fawcett - his fuckin’ head could 
explode at any moment.” 
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
  
“What are the odds on Hags?” says Joostless. 
  
“Hags…who’s Hags?” Dave asks. 
  
“Ah he’s one of these old fart ex-GMs who now spends most Saturdays hacking divots and losing 
balls on the golf course,” Joostless explains. “Then he spends the rest of the week boring anyone 
in earshot, talking constantly about all the missed drives, greens and puts he suffered while 
shooting a ‘competitive 132 strokes’. The few times he does come to a run all he does is scrum 
with Brain Heath and they bellow ‘It didn’t happen in my time, it didn’t happen in my time!” 
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 



 

 
“What about No Good Boyo’ this guy was 64 a couple of decades ago,” observes Anal Rape. “He 
has a good chance, anyone who supports Wales surely has damaged ticker. Did you see him 
tonight watching the match his face was as red as the team kit.”  
 
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
  
“What about Hugo? Hash Hash exclaims, yes, yes Hugo!” 
  
“Ahhhh, Hash Hash, Hugo died a number of years ago,” Spinning Dwarf explains.   
  
“Yeah cool…well man, I guess he doesn’t qualify then,” shrugs Hash Hash. 
  
“One guy surely you have to put on the list is Suffle,” Spinning Dwarf offers. “Sure he can run, 
but...” 
  
“Yes, he had the mixed blessing of the Lance Armstrong disease,” observes 4 x 2. “They cut off one 
of his balls and pumped him up with steroids to counter act the effects. His remaining gonad is as 
big as a grapefruit and now his wife, mia noy and mother-in-law are all pregnant.”   
 
“So that’s why he never comes to the runs much anymore?” questions Spinning Dwarf.  
 
“Actually he is strong as an ox and spends all his time training in darts,” explains 4 x 2. “Since he 
never learned how to ride a bike, can’t swim or kick a football the only sport he knows is darts 
and is attempting to break into the Central England Darts League.”    
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
  
“I think a good bet would be Capt Eric,” Anal Rape offers as he picks himself off the floor. ”It’s fair 
to say his days as a Playgirl Magazine pin up are in the past. And he puts down a supertanker of 
beer every run.” 
  
Spinning Dwarf, now slumped semi-conscious over his stainless steel teething cup, stirs. 
Spasmodically, his head jerks up: “Don’t forget he’s got who knows how many kids, ex-wives and 
mistresses scattered around the world. They’ll set the fucker on life support until the next 
century to keep that pension money sailin’ in.”    
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
  
"Hey Anal Rape how'd you get the black eye?" asks Gay Dave. 
  
"Just a misunderstanding," slurs Anal Rape. "Its called Method Acting."   
  
“Surely we need to consider Ambrose,” 4 x 2 suggests.  
“Hey, hey wait a minute my friend, have you ever noticed the scar on Ambrose’s chest?” Ajaan 
Kee Mao croaks. “When he was young there was a problem so they ripped him open and his 



 

ticker was finished. This is true, finished. Back then in Australia they’d use an old bush treatment, 
the doctors replaced his one bad heart with two good hearts from a couple of Koala Bears. Sewed 
em’ both together, then stuffed the whole lot back in his chest. As long as he chews an occasional 
eucalyptus leaf and stays with the cigarettes ‘Bob’s Your Uncle’ he’ll be here until Judgment 
Day.”     
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
  
“The Bug, The Bug,” Spinning Dwarf yells and gestulates wildly, spilling beer down the front of his 
wrinkled Hash shirt. “A sure bet, a sure bet.” 
 
“Hey, remember that Roderick is a man of morality, one who professes to regularly attend 
religious services,” Dave patiently explains. 
  
“That tongue,” Joostless observes, “the power behind that thing is a force of nature. We’ve 
witnessed what he’s capable of….stealing Mini’s Jap girlfriend at a Hash Christmas party…. just a 
flick of that slab of grey matter and the next thing you know the little brown fucking machine is 
sucking the life out of the Bug’s tonsils.”  
 
“Poor Mini,” Ajaan Kee Mao interjects, “It probably caused his heart attack.”   
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
   
“SS Kraut is getting pretty long in the tooth,” Hash Hash observes. “Plus I heard that he can’t swim 
very well.” 
 
“Did you know that his father died in a concentration camp in Germany?” says 4 x 2.  
 
This wakes up the group who want to know what happened.  
 
“He was a guard in one of the watch towers and while on duty he was so pissed on schnapps he 
fell out. Kaput, one dead Prussian.”     
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
  
“Hey, Stumbles is somebody we have to include,” offers Anal Rape. “He’s bounced off his head on 
the trail more than once and that soul patch of his is getting pretty white.”  
 
“But maybe you don’t realize the inner calm this guy resonates,” Joostless asserts. “Observe 
Stumbles, with a Zen master state of detached equanimity when he watches a football match.” 
 
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
 
The Senator seems to be slowing down,” observes 4 x 2, “he leaves the Mercedes at home and 
now always comes with a handicap van. What’s with all that?” 



 

    
“Now don’t worry about the Senator,” asserts Joostless, “as long as he stays with the same 
hairstyle he will live longer than Richard Starkey.”  
  
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
 
“Noriega certainly maintains a questionable lifestyle,” says Dave. “Sporadic employment, sexual 
promiscuity, combined with excessive beer consumption.” 
 
“Noriega will never die because he can’t find anyone to pay for the funeral,” explains 4 x2.  
   
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
 
What about Cengiz?” asks Dave. I don’t think I have ever seen him finish a run, he short cuts all 
the time. I am not sure his health could be that good, the guy really pours the beer down his neck, 
what an epiglottis.”  
 
“Hey why the fuck are you talking about the man’s sex organs?”, blurts Hash Hash.  
 
“The man was addressing his boat race skills not his dick,” explains Ajaan Key Mao. “He does have 
an interesting point, but remember, as long as there is a Soi Cowboy Cengiz won’t be speculating 
on how many virgins there are in heaven.”  
 
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
 
“I’ve got a good bet,” slurs Hash Hash. “Manboobs will surely soon be disemboweled for some 
shady business dealing in Cambodia.”   
 
“A little off the mark,” Ajaan Key Mow croaks. “More likely Pussy Virus will have him off’ed as 
part of some lover’s spat. Always happens in a bromance between Brokeback Mountaineers like 
that.”  
 
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
 
“Now that you mention it how about Pussy Virus?” asks Anal Rape. “The years are adding up and 
he’s not the lean, mean, sex machine any more. With that little white dog of his he looks more like 
a pudgy, alabaster butt-pirate.”    
 
“What’s the call?” 
“Even money,” the group responds in unison. 
 
Silence descends over the group. After a pause the GM 4 x 2 announces a closing of the Dead Pool 
bets…………..  
 





 

Proposal for a New BH3 Office, Hash Alibi 
 
Last Monday, before the circle of one of Bangkok's non—hashes, I was idly watching Hash Piss 
set up the beers and contemplating nothing more serious than whether to grab some more 
chicken wings before Barwick got stuck into them, when Mrs X sidled up and struck up a 
conversation. 
 
Mrs. X is a lovely intelligent woman, and completely disarming. Therefore, after a few remarks 
about this and that, and how nice to be back Hashing in Bangkok, in a completely natural way she 
said, "Did you run last Saturday ?" 
 
"Yes." 
 
”And did you see Mr. X there ?" (That was von Nivea's gallop up the right bank of the Ta Jiin and 
lovely but pissless excursion back down, with misdirections that were so obtuse at one point that 
I was surprised to see anyone there.) 
 
Without hesitating, I answered "No". 
 
Then there was a short pause, an "Oh", and in one of those revelations that dawns a split second 
after it's too late, I thought “Oh Damn”. 
 
The only thing left to say was the perfunctory "Good to see you back, are you running next 
Wednesday ? I'd better go change out of this shirt." (And if only I could get a message to the poor 
bastard before she gets home.) 
 
Now it's Saturday again, and Mini remarks "Mr. X says you really dumped him in a pile of shit last 
week.” That doesn't bother me at all. What does is that I was enough of an idiot to get caught off 
guard. Real men are always prepared. Mel Gibson or Bruce Willis would have casually turned to 
her and said “Dunno, pretty sure he was. I hadda get back to Bangkok to beat somebody's brains 
out and left before mosta the pack was in. Hey, good to see you back, whadda you doin' later ? 
Great! I gotta go Change outta this shirt, call Demi and tell her I'll be back late." 
 
I can't even deal with questions such as "How many beers did you have last night ?", let alone the 
shit a 
divorce lawyer can throw at you. 
 
So I propose a new Bangkok Hash Office: the Hash Alibi. Then, if you are contemplating 
something stupid like telling your wife that you're going running (straight to your latest squeeze 
on Sci Cowboy), contact Hash Alibi and get something that will stick. Especially if she asks Tinker. 
In that case, it's an emergency. You immediately contact Hash Alibi. He calls the next morning, 
and says "Your husband's office line has been busy since eight. I have his 500 run mug. It was on 
the restaurant table. He must have forgotten it. Tinker says he wasn't there? Tinker was pissed as 
a newt, we had to drive him home. How would he know whether Mr. X, Bruce Willis, Zeus, or 
anyone else was there?" 
 



 

Of course, this means that everyone has to leave a significant piece of personal Hash 
paraphernalia with Hash Alibi. Depending upon whether she says "No, I'll tell him, just keep it 
and give it to him next Saturday" or "Thanks, you can drop it off this afternoon", he may have to 
produce it. 
The lost mug ploy will work only a limited number of times, and should be used only when 
needed to destroy the credibility of a truly witless witness. A prudent BH3 member will also 
supply Hash Alibi with a number of personalized alibis, having the ring of truth without causing 
Hash Alibi lose all of his self-respect. These can involve mothers-in-law, fish, whatever. Most of 
these are one-time-only alibis, so Hash Alibi will need a good supply of high-quality throw-away 
lines (as well as the paraphernalia), and most importantly, a designated back-up (DBU). 
 
The choice of back-up is critical. For example, you are the DBU. You knew this two weeks ago, but 
as time went by without incident, you assume that Mr. V got away with it. Then the phone rings at 
10 pm, and it's Mr. Y. "Hi, this is Y. How's it goin?" 
 
"Great. How're you? What's up?" 
 
”Oh not much - - lissen, remember that run a couple of weeks ago?" (Suddenly you're alert.) 
 
"Yeah?" 
 
”Well, I've lost a towel, and I think it was there. You notice did I lend it to anyone?” (Now you're 
sure the 
towel wasn't lost and equally sure his wife is listening in on the extension.) 
 
"Lemme think. No, I don't think so. Wait -- I kinda recall it was raining hard, and Daeng got wet 
while she was setting up the piss. Didn't she borrow it from you?" (This could explain almost 
anything, like lipstick 
smears, long black hairs, and other tell-tale stains.) 
 
"Yessss !! That's it ! Hey, thanks pal. OK, Gotta go. See you next Saturday." He hangs up, you smile, 
pour yourself another brew, look in the mirror and see Bruce Willis. 
 
The choice of Hash Alibi is also critical. Right away, it can't be an expat. Any expat worth hashing 
with lost his credibility years ago. I was thinking of Suffle. He even brings his family on 
outstations. At the time this wasn't appreciated as it made the rest of us, especially Brain Health, 
look really bad. But it also Suffle gave untold points. Further, he is our best bullshitter, even 
better than Squall. He can easily explain why when you came back from the Pattaya outstation 
your balls were green. Or why you have rope burns on your wrists and ankles. Hash Alibi‘s Ass 
would be Noriega. For some reason, which I will never understand, women actually trust him. 
 



 

MAE HONG SON, RANDOM QUOTES 
 
We're not going on that old thing, are we ? 
Mrs. Bullet referring to the BAe 146. 
 
We should definitely not stay here, we must go back to the road. 
Blobbs at the river when every one elected to stay there. 
 
We must definitely stay here, and should not go back to the road. 
Blobbs 5 mins later when everyone had finally elected to leave. 
 
Jesus Christ, they're all fucking lepers ! 
Lars Magnusson. 
 
Someone should buy the Bakers a can of Harriette repellant. 
Visitor. 
 
You are all acting in a disgusting manner, offending the Thai culture, and the 
King. 
Two day tourist witnessing Friday's On-Onâ€”On. 
 
When you've been here 20 years you may be qualified to say that, but as you've 
only just got off the plane, why don't you get on it again and fuck off back to 
Germany. 
Huge-O. 
 
Any more for the 1:30 tube to Burma ? 
Ambrose. 
 
Look at the cunt on that elephant. 
Visitor. 
 

 
 

Anniversaries and Memories 
 
Those of us with average hash memories may recall last week's run, those with 
exceptional memories may even recall the run of the week before, but who with 
even the most fragmented memory could possibly not recall that most splendid 
occasion, now an entire year ago, of Pinky's grand wedding reception at the 
British Club. The enormous banquet on the lawn, the clinking of crystal glasses 
as endless toasts where proposed with grand Wordsworthian speeches. The free 
(but not so free) flowing champagne, the intricate fifteenth century silver 
cutlery, the mountains of magnificent food served on tables groaning under 
their overload, hashmen dressed in their finest, the Shakespearian responses to 
the grand Wordworthian toasts, the collection of magnificent presents which 
filled the club entrance, overflowing into the billiard room, the endless 
discussions on rutting and the production of a new species arising from the 
planned crossing of occidental and oriental, the life size photograph of 
Pinky/Wichanee in one corner, and Pinky/Wassa in the opposite corner. How 
tragic that Pinky had had to flee/run/vanish/go on a business trip/abscond to 
Brighton/USA/Eastern Bangkok/wherever and thus missed that most marvelous 
magnificent occasion. 
 
On On 



 

FATAL ABSTRACTIONS 
 
Introducing The R.H. On. Pinkhurst Moorcunthe III  - Healthbred on Kloster 
 
The turbocharged gleaming European sedan roared into life at the hands of the expert driver.  
Pinkhurst Moorcunthe III was by now accustomed to a luxurious routine as he sat in the back 
studying his investment portfolio. “Another day in paradise” he thought as the car whisked 
speedily past the starving wretches that each morning waited outside his mansion begging for 
alms. “Sodding peasants,” Pinkhurst mused to himself just for a split second.   
 
The chauffeur, Purdue Batfuch, handled his master carefully after fifteen years of loyal service. It 
had been another long night for Purdue but the overtime was good, even though the red eyes 
gave away his yearning for sleep. Pinkhurst kept unusual hours, but last night’s sojourn had been 
especially extended. Purdue’s face creased as he contemplated the old man’s penchant for 
Bangkok “one-nighters”. 
 
Back in the city a small white town car sped out of the imposing Moorcunthe residence. The 
driver was one of those oriental dames that looked as if they did tooth paste ads in their youth. 
That would be some way back judging from this chic’s mantelpiece! Pinkhurst must have pushed 
the boat out last night! Or did he? 
 
The crumbling Chinese pagoda deep inside the secretive bowels of teeming Chinatown, 
resounded to the rhythmic cacophony of Chinese opera.  Behind a bamboo screen a beautiful girl 
assumed the half lotus position. In front of her was a huge granite reclining Buddha. Burning joss 
sticks infused the air with their pungent aroma. The girl’s skin was the colour of fresh cream. This 
contrasted astonishingly with her rich, red, succulent, pouting lips. On the bare marble floor lay a 
glossy Japanese calendar, eight exquisitely carved ivory ‘ma-jong’ pieces, and a recent 
photograph of Pinkhurst Moorcunthe III. 
 
Purdue gunned the engine as the limousine flashed past the security cordon erected around 
Moorcunthe Towers. The electronic half barriers snapped shut just as Pinkhurst stepped onto the 
gleaming marble steps. Swiftly across the air-conditioned concourse, the Chief headed for the 
private elevator. Pinkhurst punched his personal access code and vanished up to the 56th floor. 
 
Lavender Wong was already placing the large Waterford crystal goblet charged with Coca Cola 
on crushed ice next to the personalized writing set, as Pinkhurst sat heavily into his chair. He 
reached inside his desk and produced a gold pill box, extracted two five hundred milligram 
Panadol and swallowed.  
 
Lavender sighed knowingly. 
 
“Two telephone calls already this morning Mr. Moorcunthe.” 
 
“Oh God,” Pinkhurst whined.  What time is it?” 



 

“Eleven thirty, Mr. Moorcunthe”  
 
“Shit, who the fuck’s calling me so goddamn early?” 
 
“It was a woman,” Lavender retorted. 
 
Pinkhurst suddenly jerked upright. A bead of sweat glistened on his balding pate. “Lav!” 
 
“Yes, Mr. Moorcunthe. Anything wrong? 
 
“Lav, give me a fucking large gin and tonic now I!” 
 
Pinkhurst drew heavily on his goblet and ruminated through a thick, fuddled hangover. The 
 telephone rang. 
 
“Mr. Moorcunthe,” Lavender chirped: “A private call for you on line six.” 
 
Pinkhurst’s pudgy, sweat-moistened fingers poked the ‘6’ key. 
Agitatedly, he tried to calm himself, then strongly announced, “Moorcunthe speaking.” 
 
The line went dead. Pinkhurst slammed the phone down and bellowed, “Lav, another fucking 
large gin and tonic!” 
 
The transparent door of the public telephone booth swung open.  Mutton dressed as lamb 
walked out and lithely revealed a svelte black panty-hosed thigh, as she slipped behind the wheel 
of a white town car. A thin hard smile inched across a heavily made-up face as Rayban glasses slid 
over Dolores Supavat’s gaze. Dolores was having a nice day. 
 
As eight ‘mah-jong’ pieces were delicately placed inside a simple cotton shoulder bag, Mae Fu 
Chung picked up the photograph of her lover and slipped inside her white cheongsam next to the 
silky under pelt of her firm breasts. She held it there for a second, then furtively replaced it into 
the shoulder bag. That night she was to become a real woman. 
 
Pinkhurst was a seminal dream to her, a knight in shining armour. He was also fabulously 
wealthy. Her virginity was being saved for such a moment. It was destiny to lie beside his 
glistening body, at least she knew this much. 
  
Pinkhurst awoke at five and stretched himself on the leather sofa in his office. He felt dreadful. 
 
What was to be the program this evening? As usual he had a choice. Dolores would doubtlessly 
be pining for another solid fucking tonight: or should he try a final shot at the little Mae Pu 
Chong? He felt sure he was close to rupturing her bloody hymen in rampant ecstasy. 



 

Just another night at N2 10 Stumblebury Towers 
 
As Stumbles’ reign grinds to a tired halt, our Grand Mother has invited the creme de la phlegm of 
BH3’s fifth column to No. 10 Stumblebury Towers. It is to be a final reconciliation effort, before an 
embarrassed curtain closes on this minefield-infested comedy of errors. 
 
At 7:30 PM a loud series of knocks is heard on the door. Stumbles shuffles to the door and opens 
it. 
 
“Ouch mate!” Chris Moor glares at Hema, “What did ye have to use me heed for, mate? Richurd’s 
git a doorbell, ye know!” 
 
“Let me use your bathroom,” Capt’n Erik navigates around Stumbles. 
 
“Gentlemen of the BH3, please enter,” says Stumbles, dressed in nothing but Arsenal (away) socks 
and a David Seaman apron. “The fish and chips are ready. Please excuse me while I slip on my 
Hash gear.” 
 
A singular sense of purpose pushes this group of stiff, ashen-faced men through Stumbles’ 
doorway into the abyss of collective opprobrium. If these men were half a century younger and 
possessed half the courage and integrity of John Wayne, Kurosawa might have casted them for 
‘The Magnificent Seven’. 
 
However, tonight these seven blokes are content to be as irrelevant as seven dwarfs without 
Snow White: Angus, Hema, Erik, Chris Moor, Hags, The Bug and the little guy on the right is Brian 
Heath, still wondering if dressing up no. 64 at Takara like Snow White will make him look like the 
handsome prince, instead of an ESCAP janitor. 
 
“Alright then, let’s get straight to the subject,” flatulates The Bug, his mouth full of fish. “We’ve 
come here to review your record as GM and to discuss the succession issue.” His tongue flaps like 
a union jack in a force eight gale. 
 
Angus: “We gentlemen of the Bangkok Hash demand a return to traditional values.” 
 
Chris Moor: “Yeah, thet’s right, gintlemun… more tridition!” 
 
Stumbles: “I’ve summoned you here tonight to accept my offer of an olive branch.” 
 
Hags: “Olive branch — bollocks! You ceded power to those whippersnappers. How did you EVER 
become Grand Master?” 
 
Stumbles: “I think it was you who made that decision, Hags.  Your personality is weird.” 
 
Hags: “Hahah, well that’s OK, I’ve got four more.” 
 
Capt’n Erik re—emerges and shrouds the room in darkness: “Where the refrigerator?” 
 



 

Hema: “The GM is as guilty as a puppy sitting next to a pile of poo. We cannot tolerate this any 
longer. Therefore, we are taking over to show BH3 the way forward. We’ll modernize the Hash 
for the future.” 
 
Chris Moor: “Yeah, we raelly nid to mudernize the Haish!” 
 
Stumbles: “More fish, gentlemen?” 
 
“Who’s in fuckin’ charge here?” hollers Heath, all 6—foot-4 now. 
 
“You tell him, Brian!” encourages Hema, setting aside his personal antagonism over finishing 
runner—up to Heath in the 1998 Mr Puniverse competition. 
 
“I won’t speak until you sit down, Brian,” Stumbles stiffens his upper lip, “I am STlLL the Grand 
Master and hold the executive powers of office to suspend you!” 
 
“Only helping out, just trying to help out,” murmurs Heath, 4—foot—6 again. 
 
Chris Moor: “It wull niver hippen in my time!” 
 
Hags: “We, BH3’s Council of Elders, demand nothing less than... Erik, that’s disgusting! Somebody 
open a window!!” 
Heath swings Stumbles’ walking stick at the window. 
 
Hema: “You wimp! Throw harder... break the fucking window!” 
 
Angus McWorrall, Highland Games caber tossing champion in 1962 and stand-in for Sean 
Connery in Thunderball (not the kissing scenes), catapults Chris Moor through the window. 
 
The Bug pokes his head through the window’s shattered remains. “Say, what’s that unbearable 
fucking noise coming from outside? Why don’t you do something about it, Richard?” salivates the 
Bug, his tongue now flapping uncontrollably like a black man dragged behind a pickup truck at 90 
mph. “Now you explain what the hell is going on outside!” 
 
Stumbles: “That’s the OnSex in a Stuka bomber. He told Wolfgang that Lothar Mathaiis would be 
arriving at the airport this evening in a world tour of his Champions’ League runners-up medal. 
Then he stole a Stuka from Wolfgang’s private collection.” 
 
Hema: “So?” 
 
Stumbles: “OnSex said he would bomb you all at 8pm.” 
 
The Old Tarts flap their wings and shriek like terrified hens. Overhead, the howling of the Stuka’s 
engines grows louder and more ominous. 
 
“Leadership!” whines Angus. They hurry for the door faster than their wild flight from Dunkirk in 
1940. 
 



 

Stumbles: “Where’s my stick?!” 
 
Hags: “No Erik, go straight through the door opening, not sideways!” 
 
The Stuka’s roaring sirens now entirely fill the room with a deafening blare. A V2 bomb plunges 
through the ceiling of No. 10 Stumblebury and flattens Stumbles’ cat sleeping on his Nigel 
Winterburn duvet. 
 
The bomb blows apart. Hundreds of A4-leaflets scatter through the air. 
 
Hema: “Christ, I never knew you could squeeze that much custard out of a cat!” 
 
Heath: “What’s all this paper? — ‘100 Reasons Why Chris Moor Cannot Be Grand Master of BH3’ 
.” 
 
Stumbles: “Reason No. 43: ‘Runs like a poofter’.” 
 
Hags: “No. 12: ‘Kisses up to the eX-GMs’. So what’s new?” 
 
Angus: “No. 78: ‘Sends insinuating emails behind people’s backs’.” 
 
Heath: “No. 70: ‘Domestic hanky panky’. Now we could learn a trick or two from this.” 
 
To be continued? 



 

Run 1654 
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy 

John Le Hare’ 
 
Prologue 
 
The trail had gone cold again, and for the first time since his dogged pursuit of the shadowy operative, 
codenamed, “Tinker”, began over forty minutes ago, the Turdburglar had the career sinking feeling that it 
might never warm up.  It was difficult to put his finger on what exactly stirred this unease; he had long ago 
learned to place no faith in his intuition, and he had lost and regained the scent many times. But this time, 
something was...something wasn’t right, he thought. What am I missing? 
 
It didn’t help that he was lost, tired, and aching for a drink.  “Christ”, he thought out loud, “what the Hell am I 
doing?” His mind wandered back to a time when stumbling around fetid swamps had almost seemed 
adventurous,  years ago, when as a freckled young lad, fresh out of Bardick’s College, he had first pledged 
allegiance to Motherhash. There was still a hint of romance in those days, when a tap on the shoulder from a 
respected professor held the notion of a clandestine career in service of the Empire. But the bloody French, 
and then the idiotic Yanks had ruined everything. Trading poison pills with assets in Eastern Europe had been 
replaced with bamboo slivers up the fingernails in Southeast Asia. But even that had been tolerable as a 
young man. Now, it was simply boring. He could still manage a chuckle though; Here I am again, he mused… 
no…here I am still, up to my kneeches in leeches, and not a clue in sight.  
 
Ok, he thought, I’ve got to get back on the road. Retrace your steps, old man, and wipe the slate clean. Go 
back,  go back, to an earlier state of grace… 
 
Chapter One 
 
It started all because of a bad case of sunburn. The Tailor hadn’t always been the Tailor. Before the 
sunburn, the young turks called him Brainhealth. Not because of a robust intellect, but because infantile 
syphilis had destroyed his corpus callosum, with the result that he often broke into bawdy song at the 
most inappropriate times.  
 
But now he was the Tailor, and he was sitting in his 1arbourin spot; at the cusp of a well used Phillips 
sewing machine table that had long ago ceased to stitch anything other than the occasional Irish Flag. He 
had appropriated the table because the treadle lifted his raw, red, sunburnt legs up off the seat, saving him 
considerable discomfort. The Tailor’s preferred libation of chilled lager, weaping in his trembling hand, 
saved him further discomfort. 
 
Several men sat with him in the open air bar overlooking the river. A slight wind caressed the water, 
marring the usually smooth surface. The men were grateful for the breeze. This time of year was hot and 
the passage of air was a simple pleasure. The men had the appearance of comrades. Other men, similar in 
garb and appearance, began to join the group. Turdburglar walked up and extended a hand to the Tailor.   
 
The Tailor couldn’t resist a poke at his former collegue. “Turd, are you still running things around here? I’d 
been hearing rumors that you had made a complete bother of things. And now we’ve been told that this 
little party won’t be starting for another forty five minutes. This certainly wouldn’t have happened in my 
day, old son.” 
 
Turdburglar stifled a laugh. “It isn’t my shop anymore, Tailor. That cretin Noriega has the key to the candy 
shop these days. I’m just here for the comraderie.” 
 



 

“Oh bollocks, you’re just like the rest of us. You’re addicted my boy, you can’t get enough of it, and you 
never will. Try to fool yourself, go on then, but you know it’s the chase that’s brought you crawling out of 
your hole.” 
 
Same old Tailor, thought Turdburglar to himself. Still the romantic. And the Tailor was right, Turdburglar 
was addicted.  
 
“Noriega got the bloody serials wrong. He told our group two different launch times.  I just wanted to see 
what kind of cockup up this would be.” 
 
“Well, we’re about to find out”, groaned the Tailor, rising to an unsteady stance. 
 
The brief had been simple. Bangkok station was to apprehend several individuals who had been newly 
observed in the Pathum Thani area. These individuals had never appeared on any weekly watch list, and 
were unknown to Motherhash. The mission today was to seize the individuals and return to Bangkok 
station. But it had started badly. The head of station, Noriega, had given conflicting start times to the team 
members.  As an agent was already in place in the field with no direct contact, the timing discrepancy 
could have disastrous consequences. And the different arrival times meant that team members were 
exposed unnecessarily, without strength of number. 
 
The operational plan was being directed by the Tinker, one of Bangkok station’s old hands. The Tinker’s 
operational plans had the distinction of usually being dangerous and ineffective, and this one was no 
different.    
 
Noriega, a man who had risen to become Head of Station, despite being unconcerned with such trivial 
matters, called the group to attention. The young turks gathered around. Noriega seemed to swoon for 
brief moment, and then a grin broke upon his face. He hesitated, and then bellowed, “On On!” This was the 
signal to proceed, and the team quietly dispersed.   
It would be over one hour later when the results of the operation became known. Beset with problems 
from the beginning, the operation was a success, but with several casualties. It’s during debriefs that such 
matters become known. The intricacies, the details, the nuance, the lies, the bloviating.  Debriefs start, as 
did this one, with cold, hard facts, and ended, as do most, with profanity laced oration from even the most 
timid of sorts.  
 
 
Chapter Two 
 
“Christ, what the Hell am I doing?” Turdburglar asked himself. I’ve got to get back to the road. The factory 
on his left was spewing sulphur at a criminal rate, and his breathing had become labored from the fumes. 
He was up to his knees in a watery black slime that threatened to vacuum the rubber soled trainers from 
his feet. Yet even through the stench of rotten eggs and buffalo dung, he could discern the smell of the 
cheap Irish whiskey that was now working its way through his skin. He needed a drink, like most men 
need air, and he regretted leaving his flask in his desk back at Station. His .40 S&W was digging into his 
hip; the damn thing was too heavy. Why didn’t he get rid of it, he wondered. He had been meaning to 
replace it with a 9mm Beretta.  I’m going to Germany next month; maybe I can pick one up cheap, he 
thought. Ok, back to the road, think, think, think! Where did I come from? There’s the concrete plant, I 
need to go left, no, right, no, left. Ah, shit, what am I doing? 
 
“Hello then.” It was Hags, another agent, coming out of nowhere to surprise Turd.  
 
“Christ, you gave me a fright. Where’d you come from?”  
 



 

“I was trying to follow you old boy. Let me catch my breath.” Hags surveyed the terrain and glanced at the 
position locator on his wrist.  
 
Turdburglar arched his aching back as a gust of air rustled the tall grass. As he threw his head back, he 
caught a glimpse of a familiar sight off in the distance. It was a veteran operative and known slow mover 
that everyone called the Bug.   
 
“Jesus H. Christ, how’d he get up here so fast? I’ll bet that cheeky bastard took a shortcut. He knows that 
we’ve a big team today, and he’s aiming to get back to Station and get a double ration of rum.” 
 
Hags agreed. “You’re right, let’s get moving!”     
 
This Easter egg hunt is going from bad to worse. It should have been aborted before it started, thought the 
Turd. 
 
Chapter Three 
 
Safely back at Station, Tinker outlined some of the details of the operation.  “Out of thirty five operatives, 
only ten were left out in the cold. Of course, you will all deny any knowledge of their existence should they 
become compromised. They will have to fend for themselves. The objective was reached in one hour.  Jolly 
good show chaps. Now, who wants a drink?” 
Next, Noriega stood and began a standard debriefing.  Examination of the two detained spies was 
conducted in the “circle.” An old interrogation method that had fallen out of 3arbou, the practice was now 
making a comeback within the Hashing community. The technique relies upon the application of universal 
praise alternated with universal condemnation. Combined with the simultaneous application of 3arbourin 
modifying substances, most subjects found themselves confused and give up resisting after a few minutes 
of the brutal manipulation. 
 
Noriega began the exercise with praise. “You are invited to join in our convivialities. You are our friend. 
Drink, from the sacred Steel chalice, as a sign of friendship.”  
 
This had the desired effect, and the first detainee revealed himself to be an ex military Soldier, codenamed 
Coconut Kernal. He was an upright figure, with the bearing of a dragoon, dragooned into Norieg’s sham. In 
a dignified voice, he proclaimed, “I accept your offer of drink, and even though your chalice is large, I will 
do my best to dispatch it.” 
 
Coconut Kernal proved to be up to his words, draining the steel vessel in ten seconds. No other detainee 
had ever been observed to self administer the truth serum so quickly, and many in the group doubted 
whether the record could ever be bettered. 
 
Detainee Number Two, codename “Slumdog”, was initially presumed to be an innocent who had simply 
been caught up in a frenzy of racial profiling.  The Steel of truth serum was administered, and Slumdog 
was discovered to be harbouring an armed nuclear device in his lower intestine. 
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Mismanagement meeting 27/07/2006 
 
Present in person not in brain: 
GM Agent Orange, Captain Erik, Rod Turner, Todd Wilkie, Brian pope, Noah Shepperd, Bruce 
Weeks, Kevin Hemmerijckx, Joost, Sweatlikker. 
 
1. Funds 
 
Bruce weeks started with feck you Joost, if you are late you don’t count…. 
Run 1515, we didn’t make a t-shirt for this special occasion.  GM proposes that the Hash makes a 
special t-shirt for this 15 run on 1515.   
That is sheeting the asshole out of a fart Wisdom by Captain Erik. 
Bruce is opting not make a special t-shirt 
Captain Erik has to download a new ring tone.  
Bug asks if Bruce has a position on the hash, Bruce confirms he is Hash Law.  
Bruce is still wanking about a quorum, fecking yanks blablablabla. 
Trailmaster should advise on special runs coming up.  
Current funds 39800 baht, close to forty says wise Captain Erik 
Bug is asking about revenue collections because he is worrying about his piss. 
Hash cash has no concerns at this moment of time.  Maybe 40 minutes later he will have. 
 
2. Hua Hin run 
 
The wankers of Hua Hin HHH don’t want to run with the fine gentlemen of the BKK run.  The Hua 
hin run will run on BKK paper but they will drink their own piss.  The BKK as the masters of 
Hashing in Thailand will drink their own piss and take the piss out of the Hua  
Hin Hash.   
BTW the GM will slug some golf balls on that day, the one who guesses the court he will play on 
wins one short time in Superstar. 
Sweatlikker arrives at 7.25. 
Bruce  BUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUURP. 
We will not compare who has the bigger bear truck. 
Pope says last time he was there the girls charged 500 for a short time 100 for long stay.  Poofter 
acknowledges that a sucky sucky is 500 baht. 
Outstation runs are charged 300 baht.   
Bog is wise and he proposes that our unmentionables should pay the same as the Hua Hin 
unmentionables.  
Joost proposes that there should be a quota per nationality.  
 
3. Interhash 
 
What are we going to do with the fecking cunts coming over here for a short stint before pissing 
of to Chiang Mai.  
Invite the cunts or not is the question.  Bug agrees with inviting the point of inviting the cunts, but 
he really worries for the piss.   
Noah is asking if we are going to invite pussy or not.   Most of us think we should invite pussy.   
Senior adviser proposes if BKK hash should get involved, and if unmentionables should be 
allowed.   



 

We propose a vote to be involved, or not or to have girls or not. 
We are going to allow other hashers to come from interhash but they will not be open runs. 
We have to find a place reachable by taxi. 
T shirts will have to be sorted out. 
Captain Erik has got about a 100 t-shirts in stock and he’s got 5000 baht in the kitty. 
Erik will check with Pitak who will make a BH3 t-shirt for interhash and confirm the to the mis-
management  meeting. 
Suffle asks if poofter always dress up like this and states that he looks nice but not handsome. 
 
4. Run directions 
 
Run directions have been sent before but directions have been changed.  But new directions have 
been changed and send to BKK post to this week. 
 
Smartest remark of the day GM will buy us all a beer. 
 
Bruce speaks bla bla bla blab la blab la blab la bla 
blaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
 
Shut up you cunt …………………….. 
 
Up your anal 
 

 
 

BH3 40th Anniversary Magazine 
Note on Meeting 23 March 2017 

At  
The Queen Victoria Pub 

Attended by: 
 Greg Cable GM 
 Colin Snow H 
 John Lukens T 
 Jeff Gay B 
 Brian Pope LP 

 
PREVIOUS MAGAZINES 
Tim Hughes’ 500 Runs and the 25 Years of Hashing have been scanned as pdf’s and are on the BH3 Website.   
The 40th Magazine will be a follow-on from the 25 Years – with no duplication of Records and with as little as 
possible previously printed material.  Stuff on the website – like Hash expeditions will not be included. 

 
FORMAT 
LP explained that a printed magazine was not suitable.  The 25 Years of Hashing cost 63,000 Baht for 100 A4 
pages and 150 copies.  The money came from Advertisements and donations. 



 

He proposed that the Magazine is put on the BH3 Website, and those who want hard copy can download and 
print their own copy 
A proposed format would be in four separate pdf sections: 

1 Articles 
2 Photographs 
3 Records 
4 Hash Archives 

 
COVER 
Randell Burke, who made the 25th Anniversary cover and others, felt he did not have enough hash material to 
do another.  Failing any volunteers LP will do something. 
 
1 ARTICLES 
The theme of the contributions was not decided. We have already had “It Happened in My Time”   
This section will include: 
Contributions from volunteers.  This is the most important part of the Magazine 
Contributions from all active ex-GM’s, and those who should/could/will become a GM.  An idea is have a 
picture of each ex-GM with his contribution  
Contributions from GM’s of the Hashes that BH3 has spawned 
Contributions should include: 
- Famous Moments of Hash History.  Including the Kanchanaburi Marathon, Interhash 2006, Tsunami Run 
- Reminisces of the classic hashes eg Golden Briangle, Koh Larn Classic, River Kwai, the 3 Nation Run 
- New funny hash-related articles are needed – to be written by ANO 
- factoids such as listing memorable runs – eg the longest, shortest, highest, etc 
- LP hopes to go through the Scanned Newsletters to pick up interesting items (5555).  This could be done by 
anyone 
 
2  PHOTOGRAPHS 
LP has a box of wallets of faded 5x3 pics donated by previous Hash Flash and others.  
LP has CD’s of photos – from his records and those donated 
There are very many good pics on the BH3, taken for the last 4 (?) years by Selfie Qeen. 
The presentation was not decided.  Previously LP prepared moziacs of photos for the Magazines and 
Yearbooks.  Pictures of 50 faces at 3 x 4 cms fit on an A4 sheet. 
Preference will be for group photos 
 
3  RECORDS 
Run Records since the 25 Years of Hashing will take 11 pages 
Hash Register of all members will take 9 pages 
Statistics will take about 2 pages depending what is analysed 
 
4  ARCHIVES 
This will include any material from the early days of BH3.  H will scan his personal correspondence with “G” 
This could the last chance to collect rare stuff. 
 
 
 
Note:  This Note was written exactly 1 week after the event, so it may contain Alternative Facts 
 







		 	 	

	 	 	



		 			

	 			

															WHOREMONGER	

Take	1	Train,	400	Hashers,	1,500	km	through		

3	Countries,	25,000	cans	beer,	360	ltrs	wine,		

Hotels,	buses,	police	escorts,	Red	Light	Areas,		

Cultural	Events	=	THE	Great	Train	Rumble.	













 

WOULD YOU HAVE EXPECTED IN OUR MIDST A POET OF MONUMENTAL ABILITY ? WELL, 
INSPIRED BY THAT MOTHER OF ALL RUNS HE FILED THIS TRULY NEWSWORTHY PIECE OF 
POETRY THAT HE WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH THOSE THAT DIDN'T ALREADY ENJOY 
READING IT AT LAST SATURDAY'S PRE-RUN PROCEEDINGS. IT GOES LIKE THIS – WHICH 
ELICITED A RETORT: 
 
 
 
ODE TO A BULLSHITTER 
 
Captain, oh Captain, straight from the sea,  
The Hare of that marathon, Run seven-three-three, 
The sun was well down, when the Pack dribbled in, 
But for the short cutting bastards... Big Dick and his 
kin. 
 
Surveying the circle, this hound was aware,  
Of the beachball shaped bodies, similar to our Hare, 
The remarkable duo, Tweedle Dum and the other,  
Tweedle Dee waxed lyrical with "He's my brother". 
 
But eyeing the circle with an intense scrute, 
Where was our front runner, why was he mute ? 
Oh ! he must be in Phuket, showing the flag,  
Doing the marathon, that's more his bag. 
 
So, imagine surprise ! when this hound found out,  
Over bottles of beer, so there is no doubt, 
When Khun Lou of Pan Pan fame,  
Fell off his chair, crying "So, that's his game 
 
So, fellow Hashmen, I fear to report 
Within our midst, we've a Fork Tongue in short 
For the day after that run, a marathon was held 
Not far away, at Safari World. 
 
Forked Tongue was heard, to exclaim with straight 
jaw, 
Of the arduous run, the day before, 
So where was this fucker, the master of stealth,  
Who goes by the name of BRAIN HEALTH !!! 
 
THE PHANTOM HASH POET 
 
 

 

RETORT TO A PHANTOM  
 
Oh Hashmen, oh Hashmen, I trust you did read, 
An ode to a Bu11shitter, what garbage indeed, 
In last week’s Newsletter, penned by the Phantom 
Hash Poet,  
A buffoon of a man, his writing doth show it. 
 
He suggests that I, a most honourable man,  
Would dish out the bullshit, to Lou from Pan Pan,  
A race is a race and twas only 12K 
So listen you all to what I now have to say 
 
Twas Saturday noontime, the sun high in the sky,  
I’m walking up Silom and feeling quite dry,  
Could I last to the Brit. C1ub, forever so loyal,  
No fuck it, turn right straight into Crown Royale. 
 
Senior Mismanagement at the bar I did spy,  
But I don’t tell tales, so let that one pass by,  
I was led to a stool and proffered face cloth so cold 
By Jiab the Lovely, who directed "For Blian Singh 
Gold." 
 
Now there’s all kind of warm ups that ath1etes can do  
For races on Sunday and I know a few 
Now Khun Lou’s got it wrong if he heard "arduous run”  
I didn’t say arduous but “fucking good fun” 
 
Oh Hashmen, oh Hashmen, I trust you’ll agree  
In our midst is a Bullshitter and no way is it me  
A Phantom Hash Poet, who knows sweet fuck all,  
About what Health did that Saturday - you wanker 
JOHN STALL 
 
BRAIN HEALTH 

 



 

POETS  CORNER 
 
 
”
 
 

FATHER AMBROSE 
 
You are old Father Ambrose” the young man said, 
”And your liver's a horrible mess,  
And yet you incessantly follow the Hash - 
At your age do you think that it's best?” 
 
“In my youth” Father Ambrose replied to the lad, 
”They said running would help me keep fit,  
But although that's all nonsense I still persevere, 
I suppose I'm a bit of a nit”.  
 
”In my youth” said the old one, ”I took to the Hash 
And could never find time for a wife, 
The leisure this gave me for boozing it up,  
Has made a success of my life". 
 
"You are old” said the youth, ”and your legs are 
too weak, 
For anything tougher than croquet,  
Yet you run shouting ”On--On”, catch up with the 
hare,  
And are usually first to the bouquet”. 
 
”In my youth” said the sage as he shook his grey 
locks,  
”I was always a dead lazy bleeder, 
But too many nights spent in jungle and swamp, 
Made me anxious to stay with the leader”. 
 
”You are old”, said the youth ”one could hardly 
suppose,  
That your eyes were all bloodshot and pink, 
You've symptoms of D. T ‘s, sclerosis and piles,  
To be frank I'm amazed you still drink”. 
 
”I have answered two questions and that is 
enough” 
Said the wise one, ”don't try to be slick, 
Be off and buy two crates of Leo at once, 
My throat is so dry I feel sick”. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

THE TWERP STORIES 
 
AT THE BRITISH CLUB A SCENE WAS SET 
FOR A NIGHT NONE WAS TO FORGET 
MADE BRAVE BY STRONG DRINK AND MORE 
AN EX CHAIRMAN’S FOLLY WITH A WHORE 
 
A GOOD NIGHT OUT THE CHAIRMAN SAID 
WAS TO DRINK HIS FILL A FIND A BED 
BUT AT MIDNIGHT’S HOUR A BELL DID RING 
SO HE JUMPED UP ON THE STAGE TO SING  
 
ACCUSTOMED TO THE LIMELIGHT’S GLARE 
THE REST OF US REMAINED TO STARE 
AS HE DANCED AND WRITHED ACROSS THE 
FLOOR 
A MATING PYTHON WRAPPED ROUND A 
WHORE 
 
NOW THE STAFF LOOKED ON AND IT TWAS 
SAID 
IS THIS THE TNERP WHO US ONCE LED 
IS THIS THE MAN WHO UPON THE GAVEL’S 
THUD 
BECAME THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BRITISH 
CLUB 
 
HAVING CRAVED HIGH OFFICE WITH ALL ITS 
FAME 
THERE IS A MORAL TO THIS GAME 
TO LET THE EGO RULE THE HEAD’ 
TIS A SHORT CUT TO THE DEVILS BED 
 
THERE IS BUT LEFT A SINGLE COURSE 
IT TO CLEANSE THE SOUL AND SHOW 
REMORSE 
A GENTLEMAN IF NEEDED TO DEFINE 
WOULD BOW HIS HEAD AND THEN RESIGN 

 



 

BEER-TASTING TESTS 
 
Participants:   
Sixteen beer drinkers, two non-hashers,    
Averages: age 52, years with BH3 10, large beers drank per week is 9   
Five fossils would not disclose their age (so it was estimated)   
   
Most Liked Beer (prior to the taste test):   
Heineken (5), Tiger (3), Kloster (3)   
   
Most Disliked Beer (prior to the taste test):   
Singha (7), Leo (3), Cheers (2) (Why is Singha the Interhash beer??)   
   
The Nine Tested Beers (in order of testing):   
A) Chang  F) Singha 70 
B) Tiger   G) Asahi Super Dry 
C) Cheers  H) Heineken 
D) Kloster  I) Beer Lao 
E) Blue Ice   
   
Beer Thai, Leo and Singha, the lowest rated beers from last years test, were not included this year  
 
Average Rating Scores:   
Highest to Heineken at 4.1   
Lowest to Kloster at 1.9   
Note: In the first BH3 Beer Taste Test, Kloster came a close 2nd to Tiger in taste ratings scoring 3.5.  
  
Unexpectedly low score for Kloster likely due to expired beer, bad batch or reformulation   
   
Most Liked Beer:   
Three beers ranked high, Tiger, Singha 70 and Heineken   
   
Most Disliked Beer:   
Three beers ranked low, Kloster, Blue Ice and Cheers   
   
Pre-Test Most Liked vs Post Test Most Liked:    
Only one guy picked the same Most Liked beer pre and post test, Mini with Tiger   
Three guys did not match any of there pre and post test Most Liked beers, Colin, Bruce and Andrew 
  
   
Pre-Test Liked vs Post Test Least Liked:    
Three guys picked Kloster as a top three Most Liked and subsequently picked it as their Most Disliked beer, 
Bruce Matt and Todd 
   
Pre-Least Liked vs Post Test Liked:    
Matt picked Heineken as his Most Disliked beer (pre-test) and subsequently picked it as his 2nd Most Liked 
beer   
   
Name the Brands:   
Three guys, Bruce, Narest and Andrew, correctly named three of the nine brands   
Four guys, Andrew, Colin, Matt and Chris, could not name any of the nine brands   



 

Average was 1.4 correct out of nine   
   
Conclusions:   
BH3 hashers can't tell what beer they are drinking without seeing the label    
Best tasting beers, Tiger, Singha 70 and Heineken, rated relatively equally….difficult to pick a winner 
  
Beer taste tests are good fun   

 

 
 

WE HAVE ALL DONE IT !! 
The Saga of the Steel 

 
e-mails on 17 and 18 October 2007 
Brian Pope wrote:  
The "steel" has been lost. I guess Nonthaburi hash has stolen it, (that's what they do). The mug had been 
engraved. Can you remember when you gave it to the hash? "We all have done it!" now is getting more and 
more true. 
 
John Lukens wrote: 
The Steel? Gone? That's almost as serious as the situation in Burma! NH3 bastards! I'll send an email to AKM 
demanding its release. Right after I email the junta to demand release of Aung San Suu Kyi. Right after I 
email the State of Connecticut to demand dropping the charges against Daniel Salchow. 
 
There are two ways to date the gift. The easiest is for you to search the records to see when was Alan Cheng's 
last run at Krung Thep Kreta. Maybe 20 years ago? (Was Roy Cowie GM?) It was such a pathetic effort that I 
suggested the steel, which was in the boot of the car, along with lots of other things we had just cleaned out 
from a failed restaurant. 
 
Actually, I didn't mean for it to be a gift. I thought it would be a one-use item, for such an atrocious run. I also 
believe that was Alan's last run ever. It came from Thitiya's friend Pui's brother Pirot's failed restaurant, 
which was just south of Don Muang Airport. If you can't date Alan's last run, Thitiya can ask Pui or Pirot 
when his restaurant closed. 
 
Pirot bought the mug (and all of his stainless steel ware) from a hospital supply store.  The are still be 
around. If you can locate a suitable mug (and maybe a stainless steel bed pan for NH3?), I'll pay for both. (I'll 
owe you until next time we're in LoS.) 
 
OOT 
 
Brian Pope wrote: 
Thanks for the info. That magnificent tome - "25 Years of Hashing in Thailand" gives Alan Cheng's run at the 
UNICO golf course as run No 604 on 21 Jan 89.  Many thanks. This will now go down in the hash records. 
 

FOR THE RECORD 
Regular runners who DID NOT DO IT: 

 
Tony Erswell, Suphon Ruttanaphon, Brian Heath, Bob Boulter, Teerachai Riensubdee, Wolfgang Dettman, 
Richard White, Tiradej Sukunwatna, Colin Snow, Vichai Suphasomboon, Vinai Seersar, Rudiger Reinecke, 
Genghis Ertuna, Brian Pope, Phansak Viyakornvilas, Erik Ravn, Archie Loper, John Quarmby and Narest 
Ratanapinanchai 
 



Collective Bangkok Hashes Tsunami Run 
13th February 2005 

 
On behalf of all Bangkok Hash Kennels who supported 
this charity event, together with the many sponsors, 
organisers and legions of helpers, especially the Tiger 
girls, we are delighted to announce that the sum of 
Thai Baht 98,300.00 has been donated to the Phuket 
Hash Group Tsunami Relief Fund. 
 
This was a magnificent event and only the generous 
support and participation by so many made this 
contribution possible. 
 
    On Onnnnnnnnnnn 
 
   Bullet, Hags & Normal 
    Hares & Catering  
 
 
 



 

AUDITOR ‘G’ AND ACCOUNTAN’ TORCH 
 
When a man grows old and his toes get cold and the tip of his nose turns blue, 
He can look back on life and its trouble and strife and tell you a tale or two. 
So buy me a drink, to help me think, and to you a tale I’ll tell. 
Of Auditor ‘G’ and his mighty fee and a mob that run like hell. 
 
When Auditor ‘G’ and Accountan’ Torch set out in search of fun, 
T’was Auditor ‘G’ who collected the fee while Accountan’ Torch set the run, 
When Auditor ‘G’ and Accountan’ Torch felt down, depressed or sad, 
T’was mainly tax that got rather lax, whilst the haring just got bad. 
 
Now Auditor ‘G’ and Accountan’ Torch worked out of Evatt & Co., 
And they’d had no luck in finding much for more than a week or so; 
Except a job for a local Knob and a run or two in Pudu. 
But Auditor ‘G’ charged a mighty fee and had time for hashing too. 
 
Auditor ‘G’ and Accountan’ Torch set out for the Hash one day. 
Auditor ‘G’ with his pen in his hand and Torch with his paper to lay. 
And as they laid their paper trail no man would dare to say ‘Boo’, 
For many a farm had suffered harm, as their followers came through. 
 
They’d recc’ed a ladang just north of Serdang at the height of a blazing noon, 
So to slake their thirst and do their worst they sought Ah Wah’s Saloon. 
And as they forced the swinging doors they called in voices bold 
‘Serve Anchor then mor Anchor - and make it banyak cold!’ 
 
Now they knew this habit of the Evatt pair from Penang to Ulu Telum 
So with nothing worse than a muttered curse the towkay poured the minum. 
And the bar girls too knew their playful ways, o’er there in Ulu Selangor, 
So forty girls let down their curls and started to tear up paper. 
 
They saw the fingers of Auditor ‘G’ twitch on his glass of ale, 
So they didn’t wait but a fearful rate tore paper for the trail. 
While Auditor ‘G’ was breathing quick from his joggin’ and his drinkin’ 
Accountan’ Torch just looked on, as if he was a-thinkin’ 
 
Now forty girls with lots of curls, you’ll see if you use your wits, 
and if your quick at arithmetic, is likewise eighty mits. 
And eighty hands a-rippin’ all night is a gladsome sight to a hare with runs to set 
it may be rare in Berkeley Square but it’s not in Kuala Langat. 
 
Now Auditor ‘G’ had set a run on the last preceding night 
and this he’d done in a spirit of fun to whet his appetite. 
With his glass to the brim he was in fighting trim as he sat and planned another. 
In his head, he said, he’d run ‘em dead, with a run he'd just call – ‘Mother’. 
 
He knew the score as he bent to the floor there to draw a line, 
to help him recall where the waterfall had been in ‘39. 
He thought it through and felt it was true 
that the pack would fail to stay the trail, 
for on circular checks and very long treks they tried to cut ‘em in two. 
 
Now Auditor ‘G’, he planned ‘em quick 
and with nothing more than an eyelid flick he cast the first aside 
and with some heart he made a start on one he hadn’t tried. 
Then with a mighty crash the swing doors opened wide and there entered in to that 
den of sin 
A sweaty maid who was unafraid - her name was Eskimo Quin. 
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